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Katrina threatens encore visit
HUITIC11118Itfirla (CATEGORY 2)
LOCATION MOVEMENT MAX WINO

N WSW 8 mph 120 mph
82.9'W Aso45pm EDT
Protected path
ViiInclow of movement
Tropical storm warning

SOURCES AccuWeellssr, NOAA.USGS AP

By The Associated Press
MIAMI, Ha.(AP) — Utility crews scrambled
to restore power to more than 1 million customers
Friday as Hurricane Katrina, blamed for seven
deaths and miles of flooded streets in South
Florida, threatened the state with an encore visit.
Katrina was churning in the Gulf of Mexico
and on a path to make landfall anywhere from the
Florida Panhandle to Louisiana as early as
Monday, possibly as a Category 4 storm.
"I'm so sick of this," said Pat Jackson, an interior decorator is Homestead. Her apartment building was flooded with several inches of water during Katrina's first pass across the state.
"It seems like every other week or month
another one comes," she said.
Scenes of Katrina's impact were everywhere
Friday — work crews sawing trees crippled by the
winds; people canoeing through inundated streets;
a 727 cargo plane pushed along a runway fence:
sailboats resting askew on a sandy shore.

he

Honda has been hit by six hurricanes since last
August, and the Panhandle was slammed by
Hurricane Ivan last year, and then again by
Hurricane Dennis this year, both Category 3
storms. Katrina was a Category 1 with 80 mph
winds when it hit Florida on Thursday.
On Friday, Gov. Jeb Bush urged residents in
many of the same Panhandle areas to monitor the
storm and make necessary preparations. If Katrina
hit at Category 4 strength, as forecasters say it
could, it would mean sustained winds topping 130
mph.
Bush said he had asked for federal disaster
assistance for Miami-Dade and Broward counties,
where some residents said they were caught off
guard by the gathering storm.
"Maybe we can get rid of the phrase minimal
hurricane," state meteorologist Ben Nelson said
Friday.'There is no such thing as a minimal hur-
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ERIC WALKERtedger F. Times photo

Murray State President Dr. King Alexander, left, and
Constance Alexander, columnist for the Murray Ledger &
Times, talk before the live broadcast of -Comment on
Kentucky" Friday night at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.

'Lightning' Up The Night Sky

);

Politics, education
all part of KET's
Murray telecasts

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

hard rain and lightning, shown
Thunderstorms rolled through the area Friday afternoon and evening, bringing
The lightning also caused
North.
641
U.S.
above
here striking somewhere south of Murray from a viewpoint
games.
football
County
Calloway
and
delays in the kickoffs of both Murray High

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
"Comment on Kentucky"
made a stop at Wrather West
Kentuctcy Museum Friday night
to host a live broadcast of
Educational
Kentucky
Television's longestNnning
public affairs program and discuss issue which ranged from
education to politics to relations
between Murray and Paducah.
With a guest lineup that
Murray State
included
University President Dr. King
Alexander, Murray Ledger &
Times columnist Constance
Alexander, Paducah Sun publisher and editor Jim Paxton, and
Frankfort
Courier-Journal
Bureau Chief Tom Loftus,
"Comment" host and long-time
journalist Al Smith guided his
panel, viewers and audience
members through the week's
news.
But even in the Jackson
Purchase, it was hard to leave
matters in Frankfort alone.
Included in the topics were
former Watergate prosecutor
Jim Neal being retained by Gov.
Ernie Fletcher in preparation for
his testimony Tuesday before a
Franklin County grand jury
regarding the current merit system scandal, as well as reports

of 12 personnel representatives,
known as "disciples," who
reportedly helped in across-thestate hiring of Republican supporters.
Smith joked with Paxton
about the Sun's, cAmaser atiN e
editorial stancesaad asked him
how the the merit system investigation is playing out in the
minds of western Kentuckians.
Paxton, getting in a jab at
Attorney General Greg Stumbo
(who Paxton called a "long-time
partisan- and "pious gladiator of
good government"), did say he
was disappointed in Fletcher.
who had pledged to "clean up"
Frankfort and state government.
But he added: "I don't know
how you can corrupt a system
that's been corrupt for 30 years."
Education, though, was a
main focal point on the evening.
Aside from MSU, the host and
panel touched on a new law
school in Paducah and Midin
University
Continent
Mayfield.
Dr. Alexander discussed successes in Murray State's retention rates and graduation rates,
degree partnership programs
Kentucky
West
with
Community and Technical
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Gas prices anger some at pumps,others understanding
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Many of Cindy Emerson's
Max Fuel Express customers are
fuming over higher gasoline and
diesel prices. and most seem to
think the blame should go to the
White House and the Iraq War.
Although customers who frequent the U.S. 641 business and
other stations around Murray
also pointed fingers at gas-guzzling SUVs, money-guzzling oil
companies and the nation's
dependency on Arab oil.
"They're saying it's all
Bush's fault." Emerson said,
"that if they would stop and
think about what they are doing,
they would realize how badly it

d

beginning, but they seem to
have mellowed out some pow."
However, Diane Connelly's
customers at the Wal-Mart fueling station said few of her cus— Mike Kingsley tomers have complained.
"They haven't complained
much. Everybody has been
too
hurting
we're
raise diesel prices,
the economy really bad," understanding," she said, pointing out that older drivers seem to
Emerson said.
Although customers at the have complained the most. "I've
Fivestar Foodmart on Ky. 121 had a couple that have comseem to have become accus- plained, but most don't."
Mike Kingsley of Murray,
tomed to the price spike, managseemed to take the
though.
has
er Tina Roach's said she
whole thing in stride.
heard the same thing.
"No, I don't like it, but what
'That's what we get for electing President Bush," Roach can you do? You have to have
repeated what she has heard. it," he said as he filled the tank
'They were pretty radical in the of his Ford Mustang.

No, I don't like it, but what can you do?
You have to have it. y

was hurting the economy."
She said about 30 percent of
her customers have complained
about gas prices hovering close
to the $2.50 per gallon mark.
Truck drivers are among those
who have complained because
the price of diesel has also risen
slightly higher than the price of
gas.
"We're a muck stop and, you
know, when we raise gas prices
that's one thing. But when you

Emerson said the higher
prices seemingly hasn't forced
people to cut back on driving.
"It hasn't forced them into
walking, but it just means that
they have to cut back somewhere else," she said.
Nationwide, retail gas station
owners say they have seen a significant increase in the number
of their customers expressing
their anger over higher gas
prices to employees, according
to an Associated Press report.
'They just yell and scream."
said Selah Bertie, assistant manager of the Dallas Tetco station.
"They think it's only us that are
high priced."
Rae Dougher, manager of

U.S. Dept. of Energy
energy market issues at the

•See Page 2A
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Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
6-0-9
1-2-0
4:
Pick
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Pick
6-7-1-6
4-0-2-1
Cash Ball:
3-5-28-33 Cash Bail 14
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Irvin Cobb Marina
"The frierxIliest smile on the lake"

Call - 270-436-2525
159 Resort Rd., Murray KY 42071
irvincobbmarina.com
'Boat slips 20 to 60 feet
*Gasoline and Diesel Fuel
'Fully stocked Ship's Store
*Fresh Cooked Haniburg:vs, Hot Dogs.
Polish & The Best t54Per Brats On The Lake
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Lawyer seeks to quash subpoena
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The lawyer for Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's office wants to prohibit investigators from rumthrough computer
maging
servers taken from the office.
In a request filed Friday in
Franklin County Circuit Court,

Sheryl Snyder of Louisville said
the search warrant that allowed
investigators from the attorney
general's office to seize records
from the computer server on
Aug. 19 was too broad.
Snyder said there are e-mails
and other records relating to

more than 200 people on the
server, most of whom have nothing to do with the investigation
into personnel practices. Two of
those individuals, identified as
John Doe and Jane Doe, joined
the motion.
The motion seeks a court

order to prohibit the searching oi
the computer files, though it
unclear how that would work
since the investigators ha%e had
the records for a week already.
Snyder asked a judge to hold
a hearing on the request on Sept
7.

IMRT Ribbon Cutting

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo
'Comment on Kentucky host Al Smith, decked out with a
Murray State Racers ballcap, looks over notes before
Friday night's broadcast from MSU's campus.

•KET
key avenue to building that labor
force.
As an example, he said that
College and University of
Kentucky community college while students from states such
systems; as well as MSU's as New Jersey enrolled in
uniqueness with its residential Kentucky colleges and universicollege system which is pat- ties in the 1970s because of high
terned after the University of tuition rates in their home states,
Oxford in England. as well as Kentucky answered by tripling
out-of-state tuition and sent
Harvard and Yale in the U.S.
But as has been an issue for many of those students to other
Alexander since he...was named states like North Carolina for
president in 2001, retaining stu- "education and into their work
dents to play a role in the forces.
State
Murray
Now,
region's and statesfuture work
University is ranked as one of
force is still a point of concern.
According to Alexander. who the best universities in the South
was featured on National Public in terms of affordability, retenRadio Friday morning dis- tion and graduation rates.
Constance Alexander quescussing the rising cost of college
tuition, bringing students into tioned the state's attitude toward
Kentucky from other states for education, especially toward
college and retaining them is a foreign languages and the arts.
"I see all these amazing
sports complexes, but there's no
theater, no foreign languages,"
she said.
NOTICE
The evening began with a
• The CERT (Community
Emergency Response Team) taping of "Connections with
Training will meet at the First Renee Shaw.- Shaw interviewed
Baptist Church Fellowship Doris Clark-Parham, who is the
Hall, 203 S. 4th St, on program director for Adventures
Monday, August 29th from in Math and Science program at
6-9 pit.
Murray State, and David
▪ The RSVP-Homeland
Hudspeth of the Main Street
Security Advisory Council will
meet in the upstairs meeting Youth Center.
Clark-Parham and Hudspeth
the
Weaks
of
room
on discussed youth issues and eduCenter
Community
cational opportunities for youth
Tuesday at 10 a.m.
•The City of Murray will through programs like AIMS.
have an informational meeting Shaw also interviewed Dr.
from 5-7 p.m Tuesday at city Marvin Mills. the first Africanhall to discuss plans to con- American educator at Murray
struct a new business loop State University who started the
from Ky. 121 to Glendale university's occupational safety
Road to Ky 94 Preliminary and health program.
plans will be on hand and the
The program will air in
public will be informed about
October
on KET.
right-of-way and construction
issues involved with the project The public is encouraged
to attend and otter any ideas
Tonight will be
and opinions
HIGH:
II A special-called meeting
mostly cloudy
of the Murray Independent
Sunday will be
Board of Education is schedpartly cloudy
uled for 7 p.m. on Tuesday at
and in the upper
the Carter Administration
LOW: 80s,
Building to hear public comSunday night
ments regarding a proposed
will be partly
general fund tax levy for fiscal
cloudy with lows
year 2005-2006.
in the mid 60s.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

From Front

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
afternoon for a ribbon cutFriday
present
A large gathering of community business and government leaders was
Intensity Modulated
Center's
Cancer
Regional
Murray's
of
ting in recognition of the ceremonial opening
public.
the
to
technology
Radiation Therapy

Sheriffolicelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department
• A boat was reported stolen
from a Ky. 121 South location
at 611 p.m. Wednesday.
Murray State University,
Police Department
• A caller reported an empty
bottle of alcohol on the fifth
floor of the fire escape of the
Fine Arts Building at 915 a.m.
Thursday. Extra patrol was
requested nightly.
• A theft was reported at 5:25
p.m. Thursday from the
Events
Special
Regional
Police
Murray
Center.
Department received a call
about a driver in a green Ford
Ranger loading rip rap rocks by
the loading dock entrance. The
rocks were found during a
security check at Hester
College at 9:21 p.m.
— Information is obtained
from reports, logs
and citations from various
agencies.

Town Crier
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From Front
Washington-based American
Petroleum Institute, said outbursts about rising gas prices to
employees are common.
-The higher the prices, I
think, the more frustrated and
angry consumers are becoming,- Dougher said. "I think that
they always suffer from consumer's wrath."
Oil shortages that were
blamed for higher prices in the
1970s aren't the primary reason
for rising costs today and that
could be why consumers are

•li#DIVE4
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venting frustration, according to
the report. Other factors, such as
heavier demand from China and
other growing southeast asian
economies as well as refinery
problems, profit-seeking oil
companies and market-share
losses resulting from energy
investors nervous about weather
and other events that might
affect the oil pipeline are also
factors.
Some of the anger has turned
to violence. On Thursday, Alvin
D. Benefield. 42, was charged
with theft and manslaughter for
allegedly running over Husain
-Tony" Caddie. 54, a Fort
Payne, Ala., gas station owner,
with his Jeep Grand Cherokee as
he tried to drive away from the
station without paying for $12
worth of gas.
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— Debbie Jacobs
Beiew Rattail' office manager
es amiislielleilsetees fiord
what's out here," said Jacobs.
Employees wrestled the gator
with rope and loaded it into a
vinyl siding box. The rope was
later removed, but several layers
of duct tape were put around his
mouth, Jacobs said.
Jeff Choate, a building con-

Buyers of Corn,
Soybeans, Wheat & Milo

Caddie had come running out
of the business and grabbed onto
Benefield's vehicle, but lost his
grip and fell under the rear
wheels as Benefield tried to get
away.
Benefield reportedly told
police that he did not have the
money to pay for the gas and
didn't realize what had happened until he read a newspaper
article on Tuesday. Benefield
was jailed without bond and his
vehicle was seized by police.
Gasoline drive-offs from stations around the nation has
spiked, supposedly from the rising cost of gas. Four drive-offs
were recently reported at local
gas stations.
To avoid the problem of gas
theft, many stations require customers to pay in advance when

Evening Care
Preschool &
Primary Program

4

MAYFIELDGRAIN

Children ages 2-8 with and without disabilities
Available 3:30 -- 930 p.m. Monday through Thursday nights.
Cost is $12 per night & includes dinner and a snack!
Contact Marion Carmen at 762-3899
Located in the Ruby Simpson Child Development Center
on the campus of MSU behind Waterfield Library.

NOW OPEN!

Your
Pullame..e__

Drop-ins Welcome,

tractor from Cadiz, was asked to
help and took the gator to a
Clarksville pet shop for identification. He then went to meet
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife officers at the Oak Grove Police
Department.
By then, though, "Ace" had
made his escape. Choate arrived
at the police station empty handed.
"I guess he didn't like that
box," Jacobs said.
Police don't know who owns
"Ace- and aren't sure how long
the gator had been in at the
apartment complex.
"I guess(Ace) was just looking for some place cool," Jacobs
said.

using gas pumps out of sight of
the cashier or closer to a street or
highway where they may he
tempted to drive away without
paying. Many also have posted a
Kentucky State Police sticker
that warns: "No Pay, No
License."
Osborne, a
Jim
Sgt.
spokesman for the Murray
Police Department, said Friday
that there were four reported
drive-offs from city gas stations
during the past week. During the
same period last year. There was
only one.
-That doesn't mean there was
a 300 percent increase in driveoffs over last year; that's just a
comparison of the same period."
he said.
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Specializing In Seed, Chemicals,
Fertilizer, Lime and Custom Application

3 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
MAYFIELD
Bobby Whitford • Robert Whitford
822 Allen St. di 313 N. 9° St.
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He went out,
and said, You
guys are never going
to believe what's out
here. y y
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OAK GROVE, Ky. (AP) —
A 4-foot alligator was on the
loose in Oak Grove after giving
police and wildlife officers the
slip once.
The gator, dubbed by officials as -Ace," escaped captivity
Kentucky
while
Thursday
Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources officers and police
transported it to Clarksville.
Tenn., for identification.
"Ace" first turned up
Wednesday in the basement of
an Oak Grove apartment. Belew
Rentals office manager Debbie
Jacobs said a maintenance
worker found the reptile while
fixing an air conditioning duct.
"He went out, and said, You
guys are never going to believe
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Gator on loose in western
Kentucky after escaping captivity
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Appliance & Electrical Repair

Licensed & Insured
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Serving
West KY
& West TN
for 22 Years

Authorized for
rigida i re & Maytag

270-382-2112 or 800-455-2112
226-9398 or 492-8191
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Obituaries
Mrs. Mary Stubblefield Hamlin
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Stubblefield Hamlin will be today
(Saturday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from noon to 2 p.m. today
(Saturday).
Mrs. Hamlin, 105, South 12th Street, Murray, died Thursday.
Aug. 25,2005, at 8:35 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was the first librarian for the Calloway County Public
Library and also drove the Bookmobile. She was a member of
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, Raymond Hamlin, died Oct. 4, 1980. Also preceding her in death were three sisters, Vernon Coleman, Virginia Smith
and Fanny Sumner, and four brothers, Charlie, Ewen, Gradie,and
Ralph Stubblefield. Born May 2, 1900,in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late James W. Stubblefield and Ada Lawson
Stubblefield.
Survivors include two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Frances Stubblefield,
Murray, and Mrs. Myrtis Stubblefield, New Concord; six nieces,
Sue Adams, Jane Potts and Cheryl Satterwhite, all of Murray,
Martha Darby, Redfield, Ark., and Glenda Martin and Ada Beth
Geurin, both of New Concord; and four nephews, Warren
Stubblefield, Cadiz, Glen Stubblefield and Eddie Stubblefield, both
of New Concord, and Mason McCuiston, Murray.

Carl Eugene Murphy
The funeral for Carl Eugene Murphy will be today (Saturday) at
2 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. Brett Miles will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Rodney Murphy. Rob
Richey, Paul Cox, Buddy Ladd, Kelvin Murphy
and Mike Murphy. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mr. Murphy, 82, Radio Road, Almo, died
Wednesday,Aug. 24, 2005, at 8:22 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He served as a Master Sargent in the United States Army during
World War II and the Korean Conflict.
His wife, Waltraud Murphy, one son, Barry A. Murphy, and one
sister, Mozelle Isbelle, all preceded him in death. Born July 23,
19,23, in Princeton, he was the son of the late Garland Murphy and
Mhybelle Merrick Murphy.
• Survivors include two sons, Carl Michael Murphy and wife,
Lora, Almo, and Kelvin S. Murphy, Woodbridge, Va.; one sister,
Mrs. Frances Thompson, La Masco, Ky.; three brothers, Earl E.
Murphy, Princeton, Bedford (Buddy) Murphy, Sylvester, Ga., and
Jimmy Murphy. Eddyville; five grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.
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Sick nuclear workers still awaiting
compensation from government
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Three months after the federal
government said it was ready to
start processing toxic-exposure
claims, Bill Boucher and other
sick former nuclear workers at
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant are still waiting.
"I haven't heard a thing,"
said Boucher, who suffers from
asbestosis, chronic lung disease,
congestive heart failure and sensitivity to beryllium, a toxic
metal once used at the plant.
Labor Secretary Elaine Chao
said in May when the regulations were finalized that the first
to be paid would be sick workers
approved fot compensation
before Congress transferred the
backlogged program last fall
from the Department of Energy
to the Labor Department.
Others to receive checks in
coming months would be those
with established lost wages or
impairment from toxic expo-

sure, and people with the clearest links between illness and
exposure. Chao said. Although
she said claims would be paid as
quickly as possible, no goals
were set.
Labor officials said they
intended to issue at least 1,200
checks nationally by Oct. 1, the
start of a new fiscal year.
-The Department of Labor is
committed to getting benefits to
eligible workers and their families as quickly as possible,"
spokesman David James said
Thursday.
Robert Pierce of Paducah
also is frustrated, having been
approved nearly 18 months ago
for compensation related to larynx cancer that robbed him of
his plant job and voice.
Speaking in a whisper, Pierce
said he is still trying to get reimbursed for more than $2,000
spent traveling to Nashville.
Tenn., for 12 throat surgeries

since 2001.
"I still haven't gotten a penny
for travel and lodging," he said.
"I feel like if they're having that
much trouble just getting that
together, Lord knows how
they're going to do on paying
for impairment and lost earnings."
The sickest workers exposed
to toxins could receive up to
$250,000 for bodily impairment
and lost wages. Another provision allows surviving spouses
and dependent children of workers who died from toxic exposure to receive up to $175,000.
James said many of those
claims were paid previously to
surviving spouses because that
did not require having the new
regulations in place.
Nuclear workers' union
President Bill Cossler said he

Burglary possible killing motive
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.(AP)— Police investigating the stabbing death of a 73-year-old woman mentioned a burglary gone awry
as a possible motive.
Billie Cochrane was attacked about 3 a.m. CDT Tuesday about
20 feet from the police department. The phone line in her home, next
to police headquarters, was cut, but nothing in her home appeared to
have been disturbed or missing, said Kentucky State Police Trooper
Stuart Recke.
"It would be logical to assume she heard something and picked
up the phone, and it didn't work, then just thought she lived so close
she would go over to the police department andaell them about it,"___
Recke said Thursday.
Cochrane was stabbed several times and died at the scene. Police
said they have no suspects and had not recovered the murder
weapon.
Investigators were interviewing neighbors, friends and family
members.
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First Baptist Church will hold their annual

Summer ?resenlailon "7.ice7op Tien"
Sunday, August 28 at 6 p.m.
in the Church Sanctuary
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From Front
ricane."
The death toll grew to seven,
including four people killed by
falling trees and two boaters
who tried to ride out the storm in
their crafts.
Risk modeling compatry AIR
Worldwide estimated insured
losses from Katrina'S first landfall could approach $600 million.
Katrina, the second hurricane
to hit Florida this year, grew
from a disorganized 50-mph
tropical storm to one with 92mph wind gusts in a few hours
Thursday.
It pummeled South Florida
with blankets of rain and howling winds. Darkened skies lit up
with popping power transformers, trees flew across streets and
rain swamped some neighborhoods with water up to waist
high.
"We had wind coming from
two directions. It sounded like a
super wind tunnel," said Scott
Resnick, who rode out the storm
in Hallandale Beach.
As it moved out into the Gulf
on Friday. Katrina became a
Category 2 hurricane and lashed
the Florida Keys with strong
outer bands that could dump up
from 15 to 20 inches over the
island chain.
At 11 p.m. EDT, the storm
was about 115 miles west of
Key West. It was moving toward
the west-southwest at near 8
mph with maximum sustained
winds of 105 mph.
The National Hurricane
Center said Katrina was expected to strengthen significantly
over warm Gulf waters and
warned residents from Florida to
southeast Louisiana to be ready.
Hardware stores in the
Panhandle reported increased
sales of gasoline containers.
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has talked with many people
who are worried about the payment lag. Among them are sick
workers awaiting checks long
after claims approval by a physicians' panel.
Raleigh Struble of Paducah
received approval last year, hiving suffered lead poisoning that
caused neuropathy and left him
barely able to walk. He said he
was told recently that his case
was complicated by other fartors, such as emphysema and
heart disease.
"I'm really going downhill
and all they can do is think up
different ways to postpone
things." Struble said. "I talked to
someone at the union hall and be
said he knew of four or five who
have lead poisoning and haven't
been paid."

Coast Guard's search early
Friday for a family of five who
went out on their 24-foot pleasure boat. A Coast Guard helicopter finally found Edward and
Tina Larsen and their three children. Their conditions were not
immediately known.
The hurricane emptied the
Usually bustling streets of
Miami Beach. The city is hosting celebrities and partygoers in
town for Sunday's MTV Video
Music Awards. MTV called off
its
pre-awards
festivities
Thursday and Friday.

The program willfeature musicfrom the
Sanctuary Choir's professionally produced CD
- "Come & Worship! Lifting Up Jesus
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Murray, Kentucky
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Murray Civic Music Association
www.MCMAweb.org
Murray, KY
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AP Photo

Jose Morales, left, and Jayne Cunningham, right, cross a
flooded field In front of their in Homestead, Fla., home
Friday. Hurricane Katrina flooded streets, darkened
homes and felled trees as it plowed across South Florida
before emerging over the Gulf of Mexico.
lanterns, batteries and tarps. Joe
Crews at Meredith and Sons
Lumber in Gulf Breeze said a
steady stream of people came in
to buy plywood Thursday.
"'They're not anxious, but
they are cautious," he said. "A
lot of them haven't gotten
repaired since the last storms,
and they want to try to take the
steps to save what they've got
left."
Katrina's first swipe across
Florida left about 50 homes

Alison Brown

flooded in Homestead and 40
mobile homes damaged in
Broward County.
At a 12-unit apartment compleKin Davie, Beverly Johnson,
41, and her 7-year-old son used
pots to hold all the dripping
water after their roof caved in
during the storm.
"Water came in and then the
ceiling collapsed," she said."We
were really shaken up last
night."
The hurricane hindered the

Sunday. November 13, 2005 @ 4:00 p.m.

Mark O'Connor
Hot Swing Trip
Thursday, October 6, 2005 @ 7:30 p.m.

* Notice! *

Orion Weiss
Tuesday. March 7, 2006 @ 7:30 p.m.

Drum Drum

tic\ NOW
717.-1E-, OPEN

All esents take place in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, near 15th and Olive, Murray

Thursday, February 2, 2006 @ 7:30 p.m.
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IN OUR OPINION

Murray needs
new fire station
To echo Murray City Councilman Lance Allison
regarding plans for a new fire station, "It's time. It's
past time."
:Murray has long needed an additional fire station to
improve its protection area. That is especially true on
the north side of town where there are numerous
industrial facilities, such as Pella, Webasto and
Vanderbilt Chemicals, and is becoming evident on the
southwest section of town where more and more housing developments are being constructed.
Fellow councilman Pat Scott has expressed the need
time and time again, dating back to when he was chief
of Murray Fire Department and saw the need first
hand, and also saw the growth of Murray beyond its
borders to the north and its continued expansion to the
southwest. And his expertise and voice on the city
council should carry even more weight in getting this
new station a reality.
The city's long-range planning committee, which
mat Thursday before the full council, set a worthy list
of needs for the city and its citizens, including a recycling center, industrial development needs and roadway projects. These members should be commended
tor their commitment and foresight into what our community needs.
a

Decorative decoys of Dixie

My colleague et( 23 years,
Dr. Doyle Boggs, discovered
four decoys while cleaning out
the basement of his recently
deceased mother-in-law in faraway Wisconsin. All of them
seem to be
over a halfcentury old.
A couple of
them were
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ing and in ascending. Our nearby Oteenvilk-Spartanburg International Airport lobby celebrates waterfowl with a large—
sculpture of flying geese.
And, over the years. haunting antique shops, flea markets,
and craft shows in Connecticut,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,
and the Carolinas, we have been
attracted to displays of assorted
decoys. A mere thirty miles
north of us in Saluda, N.C.. is
the French Broad River Duck
Decoy Co., producer of handcrafted decoys and other wooden items, built and painted on
site.
Researching Dr. Boggs' duck
decoy uncovered some real surprises, however. We have read
history books about sawmilling
and shipbuilding in Pascagoula,
down on the coast in southeastern Mississippi, but We never
knew about its decoy industry—perhaps in its time the
largest in the nation.
As it turns out, a Pascagoula
native. Joe Bosco, wrote a bestselling book a couple of years
ago about this historical enterprise. His book is Pascagoula
Decoys (Pelikan Publishing
Company, 2003, 128 pp.).
Way back in the 1890s, duck
and geese hunting began to
come into its own, and that created a demand for good decoys.
All decoys in those days were
hand-carved (papier-n*he,
plastic, and foam decoys came
much later, beginning in the
1940s).
The demand mounted faster
than the supply. In the 1920s,
Charles Grubbs(who had making and marketing duck calls as
early as 1868) built a factory in
Pascagoula that turned out
carved wooden decoys on
lathes, a dozen at a time.
Pa.scagoula's Jackson County
was already largely a major
duck marsh, but more importantly, it had acres of tupelo
gum and pop ash trees, the
wood of which was about the
lightest anywhere in America,
ideal for floating decoys.
Floating the logs down the
local river to the factories cut
costs considerably, and there

Grooved Pascagoula Duck Decoy Bottom

Pascagoula Duck Decoy
plenty of workers available
already skilled in sawmilling
and in shipbuilding factory
work.
Grubbs soon sold his factory
(in 1925, to Hudson Decoy
Company, which added the concave bottom to enhance floatation), but others were being created rapidly, among them
Poitevin Brothers (maker of
Singing River Decoys),
Cumbest, and Trehern. Two survived until 1971—the Animal
Trap Company (maker of Dr.
Boggs' treasured duck and
introducer in 1946 of papiermache decoys and in 1952 of
plastic decoys) and the
Pascagoula Decoy Company
(PADCO), which made the last
wooden decoys in Pascagoula,
in 1962, before switching to

solid foam decoys.
Decoys that sold for a dollar
in flea markets in the 1950s
bring hundreds of dollars today.
Although the decoy industry
spread in all directions across
America, it seems legitimate to
credit Pascagoula with being its
birthplace and breeding place.
Bosco's book is a good sliceof-life study of a southern
industry carved, literally, out of
native assets (light wood and
skilled workers), an industry in
which creative art forms met
and merged with practical applications, almost as enterprising
as what George Washington
Carver and his colleagues made
out of the lowly peanut in
Alabama.
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor,
One thing I have learned as I •-oon to
reach my halfway mark in life is how
important history is. Oh. I don't mean my
personal history; I'm talking about our
country's history.
I have been blessed to have traveled to
Europe twice to experience our own country's history and I was most impressed with
the buildings of so long ago. Which brings
me to my point. When I drove by the old
Miller/Mason home and saw its destruction,
1 actually felt nausea.
The Masons, who started Calloway
County's medical history, was being torn
down right before my eyes. Like the Swan
Home on Main Street and a few others I'm
sure I don't know about because they were
torn down before I can remember. Only
now will these beautiful homes and the history of our community be a picture in oui
head.
I thought Calloway County had a historical society? What exactly is their purpose? I
should get more involved. I know, but like
most people my time goes quickly. It's hard
to describe Calloway's tummy when eventually it's all town down and concreted

over.
I will miss the old Miller home for it
holds a lot of fond memories for me. I
guess for here that's as good as it gets.
Sandra Duncan-Thurman
Murray. Ky.
To the Editor.
I was so pleased that the Murray Ledger
& Times is once again featuring animals
available for adoption at the MurrayCalloway County Animal Shelter. Please
continue to feature the pets each week to
raise awareness in the community.

No matter if you are a "dog person" or a
"cat person," visit the Shelter and you may
find the pet you're wanting. Give these animals a second chance.
I have adopted two dogs from the
Shelter a yellow lab named Nickel and a
chihuahua named Little Man. I couldn't
have gotten better dogs. and they didn't
cost hundreds of dollars. Also, the staff at
the Shelter is friendly and helpful.
Please consider adopting a worthy pet.
Thanks,
Mark Gore
Murray. Kv
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Home networks, file sharing and security

Your router will assign IP
Continuing from last week's
addresses from 192.168.1.2 to
column regarding home netaround 192.168.1.240. That
working:
To share files you have to go amounts to 239 users. Set the
starting IP address last octet
to "My Compute?' and right
(last number) to somewhere
click on either "My
between 2 and 240. Then limit
Documents" or "Local disk
the number of DHCP users (the
(C:)" and select sharing and
number of computers allowed
security. On this page you will
to join the network) to just the
see an
number you have planned for
underlined
your network.
sentence
Now click on the "Wireless"
asking you
tab on your router page.
"If you
From here, you can set the
understand
the risk
SSID, which is the name of
hut still
want to
share the
root of the
drive click
here?".
Click on
that senBy Lee A.
tence, put
Hatcher
checks in
"Share this
folder on
the network", and if you want
to allow network users to
change your files check the
next box as well. Then click
"Ok".
To allow printer sharing go
to "Control Panel" ind then to
"Printers and Faxes" tnd right
click on the printer that you
want to share and then select
"Share this printer"
Now we are ready for the
wireless connection to the laptop. A word of warning about
network security,"Secure"
means that only YOUR computers are allowed to access the
-network.
To set up your secure network you must get into the
internals of your router. Yes the
router has internal pages that
allow you to customize your
network. To get to the internals
of your router open up Internet
Explorer and in the address
field type the following
"192.168.1.1". This is the IP
address of the Linksys router.
The other router manufacturers
have different IP addresses.
When you select "Go". on
Internet Explorer, a window
will popup and ask for a username and password. For security reasons I am not going to
give them to You. They are different for the different manufacturers.
The first thing you want to
do is change the username and
password. A word about usernames and passwords, and this
goes for any username and
password that you use for anything, it is best to use upper and
lower case letters with a mix of
numbers. The longer the username and password the better
and try to make it at least eight
characters in length. An example would be L23a53h7. This
makes your username and passwords harder to decipher by
hackers and identity thieves.
One of the most common
usernames is your name and
one of the most common passwords is "password". We are
creatures of habit and tend to
take the path of least resistance.
Once inside the internals you
can limit the number of computers that are on your network
and the starting IP address.

your network that it broadcast
out to wireless connections.
You can leave the default which
is "Linksys" or you can put
your own name in. Next, you
can have your router broadcast
your SSID or not. Personally I
do have it broadcast the SSID
because I have two networks in
my home and 1 want to be able
to pick which network I am
attached to. Then click on
"Wireless Security" under the
"Wireless" folder. You will see
a sentence that says "Security
Mode" with a dropdown box to

the nght of it. In that box, you
have the following options:
•"Disable"
•"WPA Pre-shared •Secunt.v
key"
•"WPA Radius"
•"Radius"
•"WEP"
These are the different types
of security encryptions. I prefer
"WEP". W
hen you select "WEP" it
gives you several options. The
first one is the "Default
Transmit Key". The keys are
numbered one - four. This

enables you to create up to four
different network keys but the
one you select is the default
that is accepted. Next, you must
select the type of"WEP"
encryption from the dropdown
box. The first option is called
"64 bits 10 hex digits" and the
second choice is "128 bit
encryption 26 hex digits".
Remember that the more digits
you have the harder it is to
decipher. Then you can enter a
paraphrase and tell the system
to generate a key and it will.
For example, by using a 64

bits 10 hex digits paraphrase.
the name,"Murray", generates
"9068663C17'. You can use
the one generated or create one
yourself. Whichever one you
use you will need to record the
exact spelling. Once you do this
click on "Save Settings" at the
bottom of the page.
If you have questions or
suggestions about the column
please email us at the_pcckx:tor4charter.net.
•
And remember: A data
backup a day helps keep the PC
Doctor away.

The PC
Doctor
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for your tobacco quota holder or producer
buyout,our local agents are ready to lock in
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Greenspan warns
against unfounded
financial optimism
JACKSON, Wyo. (AP) -Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan on Friday cautioned
Americans against thinking the
value of their homes and other
investments will only go higher,
saying "history has not dealt
kindly" with that kind of optimism.
Greenspan also said that
bloated trade and budget deficits
threaten the long-term health of
the U.S. economy.
His warnings, made at a
high-profile economic policy
conference. came as the Fed
chief and prominent economists
pondered his 18 years at the central bank and the legacy he will
leave. He is expected to step
down in five months.
Rising house and stock prices
have made many people feel
more wealthy and have helped
to support consumer spending. a
key ingredient of the economy's
good health.
Greenspan. however, said
people shouldn't count on that
paper wealth, which can evaporate if economic conditions
deteriorate rapidly.
"What they perceive as
newly abundant liquidity can
readily disappear," he said.
"Any onset of increased investor
caution" could cause home and
stock prices to drop. he noted.

If you don't lock in now, your lump sum
payment could lose value.
Whenever the Federal Reserve raises the
Prime Lending Rate, the value of your lump
sum payment can go down. And the Fed
has raised interest rates 10 months in a row.
But you can protect the value of your
lump sum payment by locking in your

WHEN:
AUGUST 30
10 A.M.TO 7 P.M.

WHERE:
DAYS INN
1101 LINKS LANE
MAYFIELD, KY 42066

lump sttin payment - right now - with
Tobacco Quota Guaranty.
Perhaps more importantly, we are a
company that will lock in your lump sum
payment- immediately.
Di:et be misled by other offers.
Some only provide non-guaranteed

VERY IMPORTANT:
YOU MUST BRING YOUR FORM CCC 960
TO LOCK IN YOUR LUMP SUM PAYMENT
AND A DEPOSIT SLIP FOR
PAYMENT INSTRUCTION.

"indicative rates" that may go down if
interest rates go up.
Protect your future. Claim your lump
sum payment now - at a rate that's
guaranteed - with Tobacco Quota Guaranty.

Tobacco*Quota
GUARANTY
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COMMUNITY
NospitalMenus
"Heart-Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
" Anne Newberry, dietitian,
said the menus are designed
to help those restricting saturated fats and sodium in their
diet.
Menus. subject to occasional change, for the week of
Aug. 29-Sept. 4 have been
released as follows,
Monday - 'herbed pork loin,
'chicken Ceasar salad, breaded chicken strips, grilled chicken strips, ham and cheese
puffs. 'pinto beans. 'steamed
veggie medley, 'wild rice pilaf,
'seasoned green beans, Wisconsin cheese soup
Tuesday - mushroom steak,
and
dumplings.
'chicken
'smoked turkey on homemade
bun mashed potatoes with
gravy. 'steamed carrots, •green
peas with sweet peppers, tator
tots, 'chicken gumbo
Wednesday - lasagna, pit
BBO on bun, 'Italian herbed
chicken, •au gratin potatoes.

'Italian green beans, 'Harvard
beets, corn fritters, 'steak and
bean soup. garlic toast.
Thursday - *Mexican Fiesta" - taco salad, 'chicken tortilla casserole, baked ham,
refried beans. 'Chuckwagon
corn, 'glazed sweet potatoes,
'tender spinach. nachos with
cheese sauce, 'homestyle vegetable soup.
Friday - Domino's pizza.
Chuckwagon steak with gravy,
'lemon pepper chicken, hash
brown casserole,'baked apples.
'brussel sprouts, 'green beancarrot blend, broccoli cheese

Health Express stop
changed for Monday

Yard of the Month

vgi

Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will offer Osteo heel scans
and blood pressure and pulse checks during stops in August.
Those taking tests should wear socks,
anklets or knee-high stockings as panty
hose will hase to be removed; remove ankle
bracelets and any other article of jewelry
from your feet and ankles; and if you have
an open sore or cut on either foot, inform
Jors
the operator before being treated.
The stop for Monday has been changed
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen to Office Depot in Murray from 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. This has
Community
been changed because of a scheduling conEditor
flict.
Other stops this month will be Tuesday from 9 to 11:30
a.m. at Senior Citizens Center, Dover, Tenn.; and Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at First
United Methodist Church, Murray.

SOUP.

Saturday - 'mesquite grilled
chicken sandwich, beef tips with
gravy, mashed potatoes with
gravy,
'broccoli
spears.
'steamed rice, fried okra,'minestrone soup.
Sunday - 'roast turkey
breast, meat loaf, prime sea
strips, corn bread dressing,
'seasoned green beans, 'baby
carrots, baked sweet potato,
ham and bean soup.
(*denotes heart-smart selection)

BirthAnnouncements
Bailey Michelle Derby
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Derby, 218 Keniana Dr., New Concord,
are the parents of a daughter,
,_Bailey Michelle .Derby. born
on Wednesday. June 15, 2005.- at- 427 a.m. atlow.ay_County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
10 ounces and measured 20
1/4 inches. The mother is the
former Tammie Nance. A .sister is Hannah Lyn Derby. 5
1/2.
Grandparents are Linda
Shropshire and Gary Nance.
both of Murray, and Kay Derby
and the late Phil Derby of
Great-grandparents are Joe
Smith and the late Kathleen
Smith. and the late William
and Mary Majors, all of Murray: the late Paschall Nance of
Bell City: Vera Bassett and
Bailey Michelle Derby
Roy Mow ell of New Concord;
the late Gene Bassett of Villa Grove. 111.: and the late Donald and Martha Derby of Murdock. Ill.

Dallas Cole Smith
Jessica Smith of Calvert City is the mother of a a son, Dallas Cole Smith, born on Wednesday. Aug. 17, 2005. at 11:20
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 5 pounds 12 ounces and measured 19
inches.
Grandparents are Bobby and Fran Smith.
Great-grandparents are Peter and Shirley Smith, Will Ben
and Kaye Martin. and the late Raul Rodriguez.
Great-great-grandparents are .Naomi Barrett and the late
Woodrow Barrett.

The best way to succeed in life
is to act on the advice we give
to others.
-Author Unknown

Al-Anon Family Group will meet
JOHN WRIGHT/edger & Times photo
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club
has named the yard of Jackie and Shirley Burkeen at
2016 Carol Dr., Murray, as the yard of the month for
August. Members of the department committee said
both the front and back yards are especially beautiful.

introducing
The BusinessOwners'
Choice Policy. ve
Busineiseansers
hake

black-eyed peas, Sauerkraut,
corn bread, margarine and
yogurt.
Tuesday events include
Strength and Stretch Class from
The newly formed University Children's Chorus_ will. hold
8-to 9 a.m. and Ping Pong at auditions
for students in grades 4-7 on Monday from 6--to- 7:30 —
12:30 p.m., both in the gym.
Those who have signed up for p.m. in room 314 of Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State
the Trenton Teapot Trip should University, corner of North 15th and Olive Streets. Students
be ready to leave the center will be asked to sing one verse of "My Country, 'Tis of Thee"
at 8:30 a.m. Chicken tried chick- and then will also include brief activities to check the stuen and gravy, mashed pota- dents' abilities to echo rhythm and pitch patterns. Parents may
toes. Brussels sprouts, roll, mar- call 762-4288 to schedule an audition and to get additional
garine and cheesecake with information. Detailed informational materials will be available
fruit sauce will be on the lunch Monday evening.
menu.
Wednesday events include
Armchair Aerobics at 8:30 or
Murray Main Street needs special and/or interesting ceme9:30 a.m., Stride with • Pride
Walkers at 10 a.m., Powder tery stories for its seventh annual publication coming out in
Pull Pool from 10 to 11:30 the Murray Ledger & Times this fall. The publication reserves
a.m. and Pinochle Club at noon. the right to choose which stories will be used in the publishOn the lunch menu will be ing of "Preserve The Past - Imagine The Future." Persons are
lasagna, tossed salad, garlic asked to bring their stories (typewritten) to the
Bookmark at
bread, margarine and fruit salad.
1104
Thursday events include 404 Main St-, Murray by Sept. 10.,„
Strength and Stretch Class at
8 a.m. and Shuffleboard League
at 9:10 a.m. Ham, cabbage,
Murray's Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for "Sweeney
carrots, corn bread, margarine Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street," a Stephen Sondand lime whip will be on the heim musical, on Monday and Tuesday from 6 to 9 p.m. This
lunch menu.
fantastic tale of murder and revenge centers around a wrongFriday events include Armfully
imprisoned barer who returns to his native London to
chair Aerobics Group at 8:30
a.m. or 9:30 a.m., Stride with exact revenge on the men who ruined his life. For more inforPride Walkers at 10 a.m. and mation go to www.playhouseinthepark.net.
Open Bridge at noon. A variety of board games will be set
up in the education room from
Calloway County High School Soccer Foundation is having
9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Scrabble a car wash today at Captain D's.
is included in this. We will have
an indoor picnic, complete with
beach volleyball, s'mores and
special music. On the lunch
Calloway County High School Class of 1975 will meet
menu will be pork tenderloin, tonight at 6:30 p.m. at The Big Apple Cafe, Murray, for a
black-eyed peas, green beans, Dutch treat meal. For further information call Cheryl Raspberwheat roll, margarine and cran- ry at 436-2936.
berry relish.
Murray-Calloway
Senior
Citizens is a United Way
Murray Youth Swim Team is looking for young people
agency.
between the ages of 5-18 that like to swim. MYST will hold
team tryouts on Monday and Tuesday and Sept. I and 2 from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wellness Center pool. Swimmers should be able to swim one length
of the pool (25 yards) unassisted using any stroke. Swimmers
should have their suits on (one piece for girls) when they
arrive and bring towel and gobbles. For more information contact Belinda McGee at 293-5423 or Rick McGee at 293-5424.

Children's Chorus plans auditions

Cemetery stories are needed

Playhouse plans auditions

Soccer promotion today

CCHS Class of 1975 to meet tonight

Youth swim teams plans tryouts

Never look
down on

anybody
unless you're
helping him
up. -Jesse Jackson
is
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The BEST choice for
your business!
We give you "your Choice- of
insurance coverages. all in one
convenient package
Contact your State Auto agent
today and take ownership of your
business insurance
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TOPS Chapter will meet
Members of the new Murray Chapter of TOPS, #616 will
meet Tuesday in the annex of Calloway Public Library. Weighin will be from 8:30 to 9 am. with the meeting to be held
from 9 to 10 a.m. Visitors are welcome. For more information
call Joyce at 761-1491 or visit www.tops.org.

SenlorActivities
BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens are located in
the George Weaks CoMmuTti
ty Center, 607 Poplar St.. Murray. We invite you to check
our facility and the many services offered. Our telephone
number is 753-0929.
We invite you to come and
join us for lunch which will
be served Monday through Friday at 11:30 a.m. for a suggested donation of $1.50. Lowfat milk, coffee and ice tea
are our daily choices of beverages. Meals are also sent to
private homes.
The center offers transportation on a daily basis from 9
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. If you live
in the city limits and need a
ride to our center, the doctor,
grocery store, hank or pharmacy. call at least one day ahead
of time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open
Monday through Friday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Those who
are 60 and older are invited
to exercise at no cost. We also
have two indoor Shuffleboard
Courts available. Our basketball court is also open for a
variety of games and times.
Contact the center for more
details.
Activities and menus for the
week of Aug. 29-Sept. 2 have
been released as follows:
Monday events include Armchair Aerobics which meets in
the gym both at 8:30 or 9:30
a.m., Stride with Pride Walkers meet at 10 a.m. to walk,
Graves County Kitchen Band
will perform at 1030 a.m. in
the dining room, Bingo at 12:30
p m. and Line Dancing at 2
p.m in the gym. On the lunch
menu will be Polish sausage

Al-Anon Family Group will meet Monday at noon at St.
Leo Parish Center, located on Payne Street behind St. Leo
Catholic Church. This group is meeting anonymously to give
comfort to families and friends of alcoholics. The only requirement for membership is that there be a problem of alcoholism
in a relative or friend.

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

. SCHEDULE GOOD THRU SEPT '
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P Pil
,
ON SAT.& SI..l!' '7":—''

Red Eye
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:25 - 700 - HO

Center promoting recycling
The Center for Environmental Education at Murray State
University is seeking to promote recycling throughout the Murray area by compiling a listing of any community organization, business or individual currently providing recycling services or invested in community recycling. To add your information to this listing and further encourage recycling in the community, call
the
center
at
762-2595
or
e-mail
jenny.howard@coe.murraystate.edu.

Youth Center to open on afternoons
The Main Street Youth Center will be open Monday through
Thursday afternoons. The center, located at 513 South Fourth
St., Murray, will be open from 3 to 5:30 p.m. during the
school year. For information call 753-8336 or 753-1820.

The Cave
PG13• 100 -3:10- 7:25 -9:30
Four Brothers
R- 1:25 - 3:45-6:50 -9:10
40 Year Old Virgin
R - 1:05-3:35 - 7:20- 9:45

IAIIS Class of 1965 plans reunion

The Brothers Grimm
P613 - 1:15 • 3:50 - 7:10. 9:40

Several exhibitor spaces are still available for the annual
Arts and Crafts Festival at Paris Landing State Park on Sept.
10-11. Exhibitor spaces are about 15-by-1.5 feet and can be
reserved by contacting Phil or Jean Seliger either by phone or
fax at 1-731-641-0269 or e-mail pseliger@charteenet. The festival is being sponsored by the Paris-Lakeway Kiwanis Club.
Festival hours will be 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days. There is
no admission charge and concessions will be available.

The Dukes of Hazzard
PG13- 1:40 • 3:5,5 - 7705 - 9:20
Valiant
6-12:40-2:20-6:40-8:20

Exhibitor spaces available

Bethel Cemetery in need of funds

The Skeleton Key
PG13 - 4:00 - 9:55

Bethel Cemetery. located off Ky. 94E, is in need of funds
to help pay for the mowing this summer. With interest low in
the trust fund, more donations are needed. They may be mailed
to Judith Lamb. 543 Temple Hill Dr.. Almo, KY 42020.

ge
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Murray High School Class of 1966 will have its 40-year
reunion on Sept. 3 at The Big Apple. Murray. A social time
will be from 6 to 8 p.m. followed by dinner at 8 p.m. All
class members are invited. For more information contact Bill
Adams at 753-2495 or Janice Howe at 753-9217.
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SATURDAY
AUGUST 27,2005

Vietnam Moving
Memorial Wall to be on
display Sept. 7-14
Did you know... The
public is invited to view The
WALL, A Vietnam Moving
Memorial
Sept. 7 14 in the
northeast
corner of
Chestnut
Park in
Murray? A
special
dedication
ceremony
Chamber will be
held at 9
Chat
a.m.
By Lisa
Friday.
Satterwhite
Sept. 9.
Assistant
For more
Director
Murray/Calloway informaCounty Chamber tion, contact the
of Commerce
MurrayCalloway County Parks at 7620325.
Coining Up Around Town
•Hot August Blues
Festival, Kenlake State Resort
Park, Aurora, Today, gates open
at 10 a.m., music begins at -nogs__
RThe Hobbit, Playhouse in
the Park, through Aug. 28 and
Sept. I - 4.
II Folk Medicine, Nature
Station, LBL, Aug. 28, 1 - 4
p.m.
▪ Fit Trade You Work,
Homeplace, LBL, Aug. 28, 2
p.m.
II Creature Feature:
Vultures, Nature Station, LBL,
Aug. 30,2 p.m.
II "Primary Focus" with
Mike Mallory of WPSD,
Character Counts Kickoff,
Lovett Aud., Aug. 30, Frog-olene 5:30 - 6:15 p.m., performance 6:30 p.m„ free, for more
info. 759-9592 or 762-7332.
l• CUBS Meeting, Glendale
Church. Aug. 31, noon.
IM Hands-On-History:
Summer Mystery, Homeplace,
LBL, Aug. 31, 1 p.m.
•Between the Rivers

Homecomings for Stewart
County, Bison Range picnic
area, Sept. 3 and Lyon County,
Sept. 17 at the Star Camp picnic area.
•Murray Trade Day, MCC
Park, Sept. 5, 7 a.m. - noon.
II Labor Day Holiday, Sept.
5, Commerce Centre closed.
II Grand Opening for Main
St. Youth CenterfThe
Refuge/Club Rock - Sonshine
Fest, Sept. 9, 7 - 10 p.m., Sept.
10, noon - 8 p.m., free admission.
•Ice Cream Festival,
Chestnut Park, Sept. 9.
•Della Miller Community
Classic Golf Tournament sponsored by Webasto, hosted by
United Way and Chamber of
Commerce, Sept. 10, 8:30 a.m.
II 4-Week Self Defense
Class, Center for Health &
Wellness, Sept. 13 - Oct. 4,
Tues. 7:15 p.m., 270-762-1MT
•Ag Field Day, West KY
Expo Center, Sept. 14 - 15.
IN 4-H Roundup, West KY
Expo Center, Sept. 16 - 17.
II TOPS #6I6(Take Off
Pounds Sensibly), every
Tuesday, weigh in: 8:30 - 9
a.m., meeting: 9 - 10 am., call
Joyce at 761-1491 for more
info.
111 Murray's City-wide Yard
Sale, Sept. 17, 7 ant. - 3 p.m.
•Saturday Market, Court
Square, every Saturday through
October, 7:30 a.m. - noon.

Highlights From the
Commerce Centre
•Murray Main Street needs
special and/or interesting cemetery stories for their 7th annual
publication coming out in The
Murray Ledger & limes this
fall. Murray Main Street
reserves the right to choose
which stories will be used in
the publication "Preserve the
Past - Imagine the Future". •
Bring your stories, type written,
to The Bookmark at 404 Main
St., by Sept. 10th.

II A 5K Walk/Run, "Walk to
Dfeet ALS" is Sept. 10 at the
RSEC. Registration is from 8 9 a.m. Event begins at 9:15
a.m. Awards, lunch and entertainment are at 10:30 am. ALS
(Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis)
or Lou Gehrig's disease is a
progressive neurodegenerative
disease that affects nerve cells
in the brain and spinal cord.
Muscle movement is lost
although the mind remains
unaffected, the body may
become totally paralyzed. The
average life expectancy of an
ALS patient is two to five
years. For more information on
the walk contact Dr. Randy
Taylor at 270-293-6957 or log
onto www.walk.alsaky.org.
•Soap Box Derby Stock
Cars are on sale now through
Sept. This is a great opportunity
for any business or individual
that is interested in running in
the 2006 race to purchase and
start building a car. Contact any
Soap Box Derby Committee
member of the Rotary Club for
more information.

Welcome New Chamber
Members
•Hall's Waste Management,
Nathan Hall, weekly trash and
special pickups, 1593 Coles
Campground Rd., Murray. 7591151.
•RBS Design Group,
Architecture, Terry Blake,
architecture design, planning,
analysis, 1035 Frederica St.,
Ste. 140, Owensboro, Ky.,
42301.
IN West Town Properties,
Harry Reed, residential rentals,
163 Harrison Rd., Benton, Ky.,
227-3727.
For more information 914
becoming a member of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce or hosting a Chamber event contact
Tab Brockman or Lisa
Satterwhite at 753-5171.

MCCH Photo

As a silver sponsor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital helped to achieve the Murray
Marquee Project with the installation of the community marquee located in front of the
Murray-Calloway County Commerce Centre. Pictured at the marquee are Anne
Policastri, MCCH Associate Vice President of Support Services; Allen Peters, MCCH
Vice President of Patient Care Services; Kim Grin°, Coordinator of Advancement
Services at MSU; Mae Flint, Murray Tourism Convention and Events Coordinator;
Shannon Farley Blalock, Murray Tourism Executive Director; and Lisa Satterwhite,
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Executive Director.

MCCH helps sponsor
MurrayMarquee P
As a corporate member of the
community, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital contributes to
projects that benefit the lives of
people in Murray and Calloway
County. The Murray Marquee
Project, which MCCH is a silver
sponsor of, is one such project
that will enhance the community
and provide important information on community events.
"Murray-Callow ay County
Hospital is proud to support
numerous projects, such as this
one, that not only benefit our
business community and many
civic groups, but it benefits the
thousands of visitors traveling to
our area," said Allen Peters,
Vice President of Patient Care
Services. 'The hospital feels
privileged to be able to continually invest resources back into
our community."

The goal of the Murray Inn
Express/Day's
Inn,
Marquee Project is not only to Vanderbilt Chemical, Heritage
provide citizens important infor- Bank, the City of Murray, US
mation at a high-traffic area, but Bank. Regions Bank, The
also to help reduce the clutter of Murray Bank, and Briggs &
homemade signs, posters, and Stratton.
banners that are utilized by
"This is a project that grew
many groups in the community out of cooperation between
to publicize events or provide members of the Town and Gown
information. The community partnership and the community,"
marquee is an attractive addition said Kim Griffo, Coordinator of
to the Murray and Calloway Advancement Services at MSU.
County community and pro- "The Murray Marquee Project is
vides a much-needed central an excellent example of the
informaion point right by the commitment of the sponsors
Commerce Centre for all com- have to our community. We are
munity events and information.
so fortunate to have the strong
.2.4CCH. is_ atuong a list of support of all the corporate
other community corporate members involved in this projmembers including
Pella. ect. By promoting events withMCCH Economic Development in the community. it says to our
Corporation, MSU Town & residents and visitors, 'you're
Gown, the Murray Chamber of important to us and we are glad
Commerce, Geotech, Holiday you're here.—

InBusiness

Murray native is corporate
relations manager for AHA

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Cornerstone Coffee House TOO In Bel-Air Shopping Center, is now a second location
for the delicious coffees and beverages available also on the court square. Open
Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m., with lunch from 1 - 2 p.m., Cornerstone
Coffee House Too is another special place to "Start Your Day on Holy Grounds." They
can be reached at 759-1787.

Job Wanted? Job Found.
Ledger & Times Classifieds

The
American
Heart
Association has announced that
Chelsea Bullard Smith is the
Corporate
new
Relations
Manager for western Kentucky.
Smith, a native of Murray,
graduated
Magna Cum
Laude from
Murray
State
University
in 2004 with
a bachelor of
science
degree
in
organ i Z a tional comSmith
munication.
She is married to Daniel
Smith. who is employed by the
Calloway County Board of
Education as a science teacher
and head boys' soccer coach at
CCHS.
Chelsea will be responsible
for the American Heart Walk
fundraising
events
in

Kopperud Realty's
VANote

7e2Ved

r

OPEN HOUSE
II
II

Sunday, August 28 • 2:00-4:00 p.m.

McCracken, Christian and
Calloway counties.
"I had been searching for a
job that would allow me to help
the
citizens of
western
Kentucky." Smith said. "When I
heard about this job I knew that
it was the perfect fit. I am very
excited to have the opportunity
to work for such a great cause
and it feels amazing to know
that I can help the American
Heart Association make a differCERAMIC rLE.

• -,:t=

ence and save lives."
This year's Calloway County
American Heart Walk. sponsored by Morningstar Foods,
will be held on Oct. 29 at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
and walk will start at 9 a.m.
For further information on
becoming involved in this year's
Heart Walk please call (270)
436-5327.
OD • CARPET • CERAMIC TILE •:

Building, Remodeling, or Just Need
A Change • Well Give Your Home
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Hwy 641 - 1 .1/2 mi. south of Murray to Tom Taylor, right 1500 yds.

270-753-7728
•

PPET • CERAVIC TILE •
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The Series One Contractors Policy from
State Auto gives contractors broad, basic
and complete coverage for property and
general liabilities at surprisingly low premium rates. Plus you have the option of
choosing from several custom packages.
Call today for more information.
Your hest insurance
Is a good agent.

McNutt Insurance
2412 Coles Campground Road
,41 North to Coles Camppound Road. Turn left
Property located past watershed on right.

Fabulous 4 bdr. custom-built home featuring 9.5 ceilings downstairs,
cathedral wood ceiling in family room, large kitchen with bayed breakfast
area. Arched doorways, hardwood flooring. Situated on 8.5 acres with
fencing for cattle or horses. 40x45 metal barn. $425,000 mks 527493
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Dan McNutt, AM
Greg McNutt
Mike Young
11S South 5th St.• Murray • 743-44M • Weataide • Court Square
"Friends you can depend on"
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Notice

NOTICE
Due to a rate increase from the City of
Murray, notice is hereby given that
Dexter-Almo Heights Water District has
filed an application for Purchased Water
Adjustment with the Kentucky Public
Service Commission for the purpose of
adjusted its water rates. Customer rates
will increase by 22 cents per 1,000 gallons used. The proposed change will be
effective for all bills issued on and after
October 1, 2005.

Public Information Meeting
To discuss plans for the new Murray Business Loop
Tuesday, August 30th, 2005
5:00 P.M. to 7:00 P.M.
Council Chambers
City Hall Building
104 North 5th Street
Murray, KY. 42071

The open public meeting, which-Will be held from 500 P.M. to 7100-RICarill feature
an open exhibit area where officials will be prepared to answer questions and/or
receive public input. The exhibits will outline the project area and show potential
engineering impacts.
The exhibits will also be available for viewing from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for fifteen
(15) days after the meeting at the Murray City Hall Building 104 North 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
Both written and oral statements will be accepted at the meeting. A tape recorder
will be made available for those who desire to make oral statements and a comment
sheet will be distributed to make it more convenient to provide written comments.
Written statements will be accepted at the meeting and for a period of fifteen (151
days after the Public Information Meeting. Written statements should be addressed
to the City Clerk, City Hall Building, 104 North 5th Street, Murray, KY. 42071. All
recorded and written statements will become part of the official record. Once compiled, the summary of the meeting and other supporting documentation will be made
available for review and copying after an Open Records Request has been received
and approved. All Open Records Requests must be submitted to the City Clerk. City
Hall Building, 104 North 5th Street, Murray, KY. 42071.
In accordance with the -Americans With Disabilities Act," if you have a disability for
which the City of Murray needs to provide accommodations, please notify UB of your
requirements by Monday, August '29th, 2005. This request does not have to be in
writing. Please contact the City Clerk, City Hall Building, 104 North 5th Street,
Murray, KY. 42071, Phone: 270-762-0350.

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT
For period beginning July 1, 2004
and ending June 30, 2005
General Fund
Revenues
Taxes lall categories)
Interest Earned
Total Revenues

$404,735.98
$2,444.62
.11407,180.60

Help Wooled

Hiring full-time
Assistant Manager.
$9/hr. Please bring
resume to
616 N. 12th St.
Monday-Thursday
2-5 p.m. No phone
calls please

Receipts and cub
Carryover from Prior Fiscal Year
Certificates of Deposit
Total Available
sum of ibtal Receipts, Cash & lbtal Revenues)

$338,367.28
$176,472.21
4922,020.09

Fanainditairell
Administration
Total Appropriations

$360,925.20
8380,925.20

Supporting documentation for this Statement
is located at:
Calloway County Health Center
701 Olive Street
Murray, KY 42071

FOR sale by bid '83
Ford. '84 Chevy. and
'87 Ford All trucks
automatic and 4x4 Bud
deadline
9 3 05
Trucks sold as is Call
753-4112 for more info
CCFR has the night to
repel any and alt bids
Send bids to Calloway
County Fire 8 Rescue.

P.0

Box

612,

MuirayKY 42071

CHILDREN'S Mural
Artist
Personalize
your child s space with
beautiful Mustratione
lettering
and
References and portfoCall
Alienable
ho
Tracey (731)641-6679.

Paris Landing area
way to 101141
amight Learn how 10
set right tor your body
NEW

(270)746-6277

LIFE is too short for
complicated skin care
Now you can get dramatic results in the time
it takes to cleanse and
Holly
moisturize
Webb,
Mary
Kay
Independent Beauty
Consultant, (270)7521400

BIBLE
MESSAGE]
759-51 77
REWARD' $500 for
return of any one of
these iterns stolen in
Juty. and identity and
conviction of twat
Rare 1972 Hoclaka
motorcycle,
410
Mossburg pistol gnp
shotgun in soft case.
65 Carbine Sport SN
SH6733, 65 Carbine
Army SN X29393 Cal

Call 753-1916
REWARD
Offered
Lost sometime beck. A
large blue plastic storage box like what you
see at Wal-Mart It contained some family *turas and personal
items Nothing of value
to anyone but me This
was lost during a move
It could have been lost
anywhere along the
641 Highway from
Hazel to Benton or one
of the off roads that
turn oft 641 as you go

woo Benton It anyone
has any true informa-

State Pasco (270)8563721. Shins (270)753-

tion, please phone 1270-703-6845

3151

•

DANCERS
earn
51,000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or
1270)5340333 after SPY

Taking applications
for day cooks.
Apply in person
1-4 p.m.,
Sunday - Thursday.
616 N. 12th St..
Murray

Feted

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we PI have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Hers at the
Ledger SI Times.

September 11, 2005
Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 10, 2005.
Single Space - $12.00
so mere Mr tee &likes per picture)
Double Space - $18.00

5/8 x 3/4 Meter

The City of Murray has scheduled a Public Information meeting to discuss plans to
construct the new Murray Business Loop from KY. 121 at Glendale Road (US 641x)
to KY. 94. The purpose of the meeting is to inform the public of Right-of-Way and
Construction issues involved with the project and solicit ideas and opinions that will
help the City of Murray make decisions about the design. Anyone having an interest
—In this project is urged to attend this meeting.

CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF HEALTH
PUBLIC HEALTH TAXING DISTRICT
701 OLIVE STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071

flOPP4
fortipirents

DRIVERSNew Dedicated Fleet'
'Horne weekends !.
some dunng theYo •
'Operate 400 `-'
•Dedicated Rui
a,
able
'Salary pay - $850+
52000 Sign-On Bonus
Benefits/Pair:
'Full
Vaca
CDL A + 7 kAo OTR
exp
Spots are limited SO
cal 1-800-851-8651
IdAransportation .corn
FT receptionist for busy
medical practice Send
resume with references
to: P.O. Box 1040-0,
Murray, KY 42071
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel Apply on
person only.

First 2,000 gallons
Next 3,000 gallons
Next 5,000 gallons
Next 10,000 gallons
Over 20,000 gallons

$11.61 Minimum Bill
4.18 per 1,000 gallons
3.48 per 1,000 gallons
3.18 per 1,000 gallons
2.18 per 1,000 gallons

1MAXIMUM 20
WORDS)
Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents,
name of child,
and self-addressed stamped
envelope for return of
photo to:

The monthly bill for a customer using an
average of 5,000 gallons per month will
increase $1.10 froth $23.05 to $24.15 or
4.8%.
The rates contained in this notice are the
rates proposed by Dexter-Almo Heights
Water District. However, the Public
Service Commission may order rates to
be charged that differ from these proposed rates. Such action may result in
rates for consumers other than the rates
in this notice.

Christopher Holt
Grandparents
Ray & Nellie Holt, Gene & Lou
Lamb and Nellie Simmons

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
DEADLINE IS
SEPT 7(5 P.M.)

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District has
available for inspection at its office the
application submitted to the Public
Service Commission. The office is located
at 351 Almo Rd., Almo, KY 42020.
Dexter-Almo Height Water District

Invitation To Bid
Machine Tools
The Murray Independent Board of
Education is accepting sealed bids for
machine tools at the Murray Calloway
County Area Technology Center. The bids
will be accepted until 2:00 p.m.. Tuesday
5entember 6. 2005 at the Board Office.
Specifications are on file at the Murray
Independent Board of Education; Carter
Administration Building, 208 South 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071. The Murray
Independent Board of Education reserves
the right to reject any and/or all bids and
waive any irregularities in bidding.
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Join us! We have a day that
Missy Cochran worried
would come her way. ak6/
foc
She's tried to laugh and Iltot
play and really just avoid
PC.
this day. Her friends are
",'"Adh
excited and this may be PM
,
cold, today's the day
iC Missy turns 40 years old!

CLEANING houses is
my business Cal
Linda H 759-9553
MIRACLES.
Detail
housecleaning
and
construction
up.
26
experience.
References. If interested, please call 7679428

Invitation to Bid
Installation of Manifold System
The Murray Independent Board of
Education is accepting sealed bids for the
installation of a manifold system for welding at the Murray Calloway County Area
lbchnology Center. The bids will be accepted until 2:00 p.m- Friday. September 2
2005, at the Board Office. Specifications
are on file at the Murray Independent
Board of Education, Carter Administration
Building, 208 South 13th Street, Murray,
KY 42071. The Murray Independent Board
of Education reserves the right to reject
any and all bids and waive an irregularities in bidding.

Live children's theatre this weekend'

The Hobbit
August 25-28 • September 1-4
www.playhouseinthepark.net
(270)759-2199 •(270)759-1752

hef
Unveil New FeN/INIator Products
Test Nita*. buy...
Place: Peoddfors Moil Putt Witt& sea

Dot*: Sunday. Aug. 28, 2005
Time: 2 p.m.-6 p.m.
SpOrlbOBSO Mr:
Your LOCof tndsponclont lakison Consultant

27*7$34443

years

TERMITE
Control
Technician: Bendits
offered, pay negotiable. Apply at 1302
North 12th st.
SECURITY
guard
opening Murray area
Part time weekends
Call 444-0064

Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred
No
phone
calls
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn
Murray. KY
LOCAL CPA firm seeks
experienced
for full time position
through Apnl 2006. with
possible
permanent
status. Dunes include
assistance with bookkeeping. tax preparation,
audits.
etc
Ouickbooks
experience a pius. Resumes
to P.0 Box 1040-F,
Murray. KY 42071.

ant

account-

NOW hiring for all
shifts. Apply in person at Sonic. 217 S.
12th St„ Murray. No
phone calls. please.
Office nurse needed for
busy medical practice.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071

*IMMEDIATE*
OPENINGS
'Expediting WithOut
Owning•Truck
No Exp Needed
Benefits Avail

Call: 800-592-7903

REWARDING Career
Opportunity
Professional
sales
position with excellent
income potential
a
self-motivated, hardworking team player
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring or mail
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641 N, Murray, KY
42071.

NANNY. Experienced
child care professional
seeks loving family.
Four year. pnvate, inhome
experience.
Infant preschool CPR
certified. Excellent references. If you're looking for lots of love and
individual care for your
children, contact 731232-8557 Of 731 - 7070195

for

SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only, 1800-578-8799

VICTORIA
Ann's
Excellent Home Care
Non-medical care for
loved one 270-2271129

HEATING 8 air company seeking exp
Installation techs
Service techs Service
requires 5 yrs min exp,
commercial restaurant
exp. HVAC 8 refrigeration. residential HVAC,
plumbing 8 electrical.
Tools required for both.
Send resume to: 802
Chestnut St, Murray,
KY 42071.
THE West Kentucky
Educational
Cooperative has an
opening in the Adult
Education
program.
Position is Instructor's
Aide- Oita Entry. The
position is 20 hours per
week and includes full
benefits
Primarily
responsible for entering data in the computer. To apply, send cover
letter, resume, and
three references to
WKEC.
Adult
Education Consortium.
c/o Jim King. 420 Wells
Hall,
Murray,
KY
4 20 7 1 - 334 0
Applications will be
accepted until position
is heed. EOE

dean

WILL clean before and
after renters, sale of
home, remodeling, new
construction, kit, bath,
windows,
etc.
Experienced- Valene.
436-5914

EARN income PT/FT
Around your schedule.
Home-Based business.
www.DRWHomeBmz.co
m (270)748-6277
Cowman
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Spyware removal

759.3556
111111t1---lelo

0 mr

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-1A33
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th.
Murray

I

v•mbd

TAKE 'Mit MK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or hew about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths? Both priced in
the $50's Call 7316424438 today!!

Ti

ammk

ER
if

if

I

m
home

bath, priced

bedroom, 2
at

move

$2,005.00

The Executive Director reports directly to the Board of Directors and is responsible
for the following: policy advisement and compliance; implementing program and
service aims; ensuring sound financial management; assessing and implementing
funding strategies and campaigns (i.e., fundraising); effective public and community
relations; and human resources management.
The Board of Directors is seeking a decisive, yet consensus-oriented leader with sound
withbusiness acumen who will build constructive working relationships at all levels
bachea
possess
should
tes
candida
ed
Qualifi
in the organization and the community.
lor's degree with at least two years employment that demonstrate successful profesc plansional experience in: fiscal management, program development and strategi
es
resourc
human
and
s;
relation
public
and
ity
commun
ment;
l
ning; financia develop
will
Salary
l.
essentia
are
skills
management. Strong communication and interpersonal
be commensurate with experience, and an application is required.
onal referPlease send a letter of interest, resume with email address, and 3 professi
to:
5
ences by 09/02/0

la

$300.
2BA
2BR,
(270)527-8808
•Srnall 2BR $225.00.
753-6012
NICE 2BR No pets
753-9866

LOTS for rent
9866

753

Milli4MA4010
*Ail Stu Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

over

invoice. Only $22,695. Come to
Keith Baker Homes, Paris

270-489-2525
WE have 97% financing on land home packages and we can help
on the other 3% 100%
loans Call 1-800-5333568

to

(731)644-001 2
1 -800-533-3568
Homes For Sas

me For Res

LNE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7534221
Near University Extra large 2 B/R apt.
All appliances incl.
washer & dryer.Central
elec. H/A $200
Deposit - $350 Mo.
($250 1st mo.)
753-4560
NICE, clean 1BR apartment. Univ. His. All
appliances furnished
$325.

3853

COMPLETE cabinet
business in West KY.
All equipment building,
land. Very profitable
over 20 years Will
and
teach
Reason for sell.:,
health & retirement
Serious inquiries only
Broadway Realty. Inc
James W Stephens,
Broker
270-853-0849 (cell)

11111 SI
st \I)

S

41•NI
it I

u,itI 4 In ii;

ii •1‘4:%11
Melrose Drive, bock,
3/2, central air, appliances, 2 car garage,
shown by appointment
Owner telephone
954)345-1495
Refurbished 9th St.
house, 2/1, stucco,
garage, big yard, by
appointment. Owner
telephone (954)3451495

1990 raised top full size
customized Chevy van
1 owner, lots of extras.
condition.
excellent
155,000 miles. $3,000
080. 759-1503, 2931545

CHEVY 2000 S 10 4
cylinder, ext. cab
71,xxx, running boards
teanue cover, very
clean, $6,500 4373870
2002 silver Chevrolet
Silvered° 1500 pickup
truck, V-6 engine Call
753-6784
F150 Lanai
2001
cab,
extended
$15,500. 2000 Chrysler
Country,
&
Town
$6,900. Both excellent
condition. 753-2570

707 South 12th Street.
South Center. 700,
LOTS including sewer
1,000, 1,200 sq.ft.
home,
brick
in 28R
and water. Hardin area.
Available
detached garage 7
8808
270-527Phone
September.
miles north, Murray.
753-1252, 753-0606
753-7652
COMMERCIAL or retail
sq.ft.
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft. 313R, 28A, 1,825
Equal Opportunity Employer
Furnished 1 & 2 bed- C/G/H,
restrooms, plus sunroom, living &
.1.1=•1=011116
1 and 2 BR furnished
2
rooms,
apartments plenty of parking, near great
apts. Coleman RE 759- room
garages, barn on 3.0
at
Starting
n
downtow
759building.
judicial
4118
150
$245.
3772 752-0201 (after ac. +/-. 753-4558
Midas
1 OR 2br apts. near
hours.) Ask for Nelson 313R. 2BA. Southwest 26FT., 1994 Prowle
Murray
For
downtown
Lease, Shroat
pets.
Nt VV Pi AC
side of town. Call for Camper in excellen
2005 3 BEDROOM, 2 starting at $200/mo. No
753-4937
deposit.
once, 293-3910, 759- condition. Full bed
BATH S1NGLEWIDE: 753-4109
1965 Yamaha gas
days. 753-1951 or 7594762 after 6:00 pm
room, all new appliAlarm system GE
powered golf cart, off
1, 2, 3 apts 753-1252 8926 nights
only
ances, new tires, bath
appliances,
road with utility bed
FOR SALE
shower, new
RED OAKS APTS.
with
$29,999!!! 731-584- or 753-0606
e.
DOG Obedienc
OR RENT:
Great condition Call
Special
& 38R apts. availcanopy. $4,000 OBO.
9429
Master Trainer.
acres.
l
beautifu
20
227-2497 anytime.
$1.00 Deposit
Call 489-6168 after 5 or
able. Please call 753436-2858.
House close to
2005 CLOSE OUTS. 8221.
1BR From $280
weekends.
Murray.
and
d,
GERMAN Shepher
Singlewides
2BR From $325
prom
CINDERELLA
all
,
1997 CampLite Popavailable
apt
1BR
kennel reduction. Adult
Doublewides - Buy
753-9075,
Call Today!
dresses. 1 size 4 yeiUp heatiaW pullout,
save apptlances furnished
females,
and
and
males
today
93
-227.21
75343888.
low, 1 sue 8 blue $150
sleeps 7 $3,200 753Mur-Cal Realty. 75300 (731)642. WE OWN
$200-$5
$1,000's
each. 270-492-8614
SPACIOUS 3BR, 2 3960 or (731)336-2253
2570
THE BANK - Call today 4444.
A FRAME 2BR 1/2
off
duplex
bath
at 731-642-6438
Grooming acre lot on Hwy 497 by
1BR, 1 bath studio,
Dog
PEG'S
Robertson Rd. Extra
month. 753-7559
Lake,
kl-F 753-2915
Kentucky
3 BED, 2 BATH DOU- $335
nice, no pets, 1 year
080
Collie $15,000
& lease + deposit. 293ERED
washer
bath,
pack1
REGIST
Land
1BR,
E
SLEWID
Murray-Calloway County Hospttal n a loader in healthcare for
DUAL let ski trailer,
puppies. Wormed, 1st (270)853-4517
dryer, $325 month
ages available! Low
1440
the WM MI Kentucky region with the nulaion pnmvidtrq
$400 080. 759-1503,
1.
Sept.
t!,e
eties
Available
cost
shot.
payment!
and
753-7559
canng
a
in
down
healthcare
,
quAll,
HARDIN, Kentucky
VENTURE Property
293-1545
Awesome financing. 1BR, all appliances, Mgt. New 1 bedroom $125. 354-6519
3BR, 1.58A, utility, livAccounting Supervisor
21' Baja. low hours,
9429
Mini.
731-584ERED
room,
REGIST
dining
at
&
ing
starting
all
Apts.,
w/
d
Oaks
payroll,
Furnishe
01
apts.
Job Summary. Supervises the functions
older boat, great condifor
vinyl
pups
er
carport,
Schnauz
RE
C/H/A,
AR
Coleman
and
,
lease.
yr.
appliances, 1
accounts payable, invoice processing
38R monde home and $250.
tion, cuddy, fast. 4362
males,
ed
4
unattach
sale.
siding,
759-4118
keypunching.
NO PETS! Close to
FREE
lot, $16,500. 753-6012
6133
-$350.
sid$300
vinyl
females,
with
garage
campus 767-9111 or
Satellite system up to 4
apartments
Pre-Requisites; Bachelors degree in Accounting.
1-1/2 bath 14 ft. 1BR-4BR
1978 16f1 Mark Twain
Salt & pepper. Call ing Call 437-4714 after
rooms, tree OVA or HD 38R,
about move in free 978-1107
Ask
Two years previous experience in similar position
1I5HP
on
lot
Boat,
227-2805
or
Ski
wide including
227-5686
4:00
to
now
1
Call
upgrade.
VERY nice 1BR,
days. Coleman RE
.
availOutboard
lake
with
Mercury
resort
Terrier
tor
SH
istra
SCOTTI
Benefits Admin
see hcw you can get
for sale,
Bath, central li/A, all
759-4118
HOUSES
Great condition, runs
ability in contract. Big
$280. some with acreage
pup,
mate
tree
month
W/D.
first
your
with
es
applianc
the
of
direction
the
under
lob Summary- Works
and
1BR. Furnished, $235.
great, new seats, skis,
(270)382-2831
HBO. electrified porches
get
Also
Call 270-339-8824 or ski vests, all accesChief Financial Officer. Participates in planning and
$225. Great location. I year
Unfurnished,
workshop shed, good
paper
deposit
SSW
U
Cinemax & Showtime
month
1
implementing the current benefits program.
SHIH-TZ
8823
lease,
270-339Low utilities, no pets.
Will consider
sories included. $1,500
free for 3 months. storage.
trained. 731-352-0037
No pets. 753-2905.
gold or silver or ? as 753-3949
NEW 3,500 sq.ft home OBO.(270)753-9260
p..maimiktigiis Bachelors degree in Business.
&
Antenna
Beasley
731-642-5151
payment. 28R 2 bath, 2 blocks
Finance, or related field. Five years benefits
down
on bluff overlooking
Satellite 759-0901 or
experience preferably in a healthcare setting.
$34,000. 2274406
Creeks near Murray. 10
IlestsFor INN
hookw/d
MSU,
from
877-455-0901
Stopiss
il
ip
lettio:ki
acres. 270-767-0958,
1999 up, no pets $350 per
For more information on available positions, please
FLEETWOOD
270-519-8570
deposit 280, 1 bath house a
&
month
visa ow website at:
16x50, 2BR, IBA, good
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
HORSESHOEING.
References required. 207 Gilbert St., Hazel
www.murrayhospital.org
FUTON with 6" mat- condition, new air conMower Repair. Free
fur
tamer
es
certified
753-3949 All applianc
We offer a comprehensive compensation and bench,
Daytime
$100. 52' ceiling ditioning unit, $7,900
tress.
puck-up/delivery.
preferred
resume
apphcan.
+
Interested
paciage
General, corrective
nished $350 rent
after 6pm 759-3050
Ian, $20. Shredder, Call 753-4801
murrayhoartal
electronically to:
436-5141 A-AFFORDgh 731
es
Scarbrou
Referenc
Corey
deposit
$15. 753-8361
Apt Cambridge
2005 Yamaha TTR125. ABLE Hauling Clean
kes.e.e..ae rnr FLINN ROOYIVES, MilMy-C.AO•fty .
LAND -HOME 28R
(731)498-8312 after 571-1383
1-tommtal. 803 Popidu Sac., Murray, ICY 42071
like new. 2005 Honda out garages, gutters.
area. 293-6968.
speour
are
s
Package
5:00PM
mese.
NFL FANS
Nine
Please
Foreman 500 4x4. only iunk & tree work
appli
all
or
113A,
FHA
2BR,
cialty
Purchase the NFL
38R, 1.5BA in Kirksey
2002
miles
33
close
area,
us
race
ROOF
Let
ances,
Sunday Ticket & get Conventional.
area. No pets. $500 a
4x4 492-8688
3010
i
Kawasak
and
. New
REPAIRS
over 140 channels, 7 do the work! Call 1- to campus, deposit
month plus deposit
12 acres, wooded
mule. All below blue
Roofs, all types 29
HBO, 12 Starz, 9 800-533-3568 or 731- lease required, $400 489-2940
Pnvacy
homesite
book. 270-293-4089
293-5871
month.
per
2
years experience Cali
644-001
ict
3
&
Distr
Showtime,
Purchase
upgraded. galore! Call (270)924NEWLY
2003 Honda Shadow. Carters
Free for 4
range, charming 2BR. IBA 4112. Red Mill Realty
Cinemax
IBA,
2BR,
12x60
model,
70's
MID
Health Department
9,xxx miles, black & 767-0533 MOWING,
Beasley
months.
refrigerator, dishwash- lakefront house in
trailer, central NC and
916 Kentucky Avenue - P.O. Box 2357
chrome, excellent con- trimming.
mulching,
Sale
Satellite utility pole included, er, w&d. CIE/H/A, no Panorama
For
&
Estate
Real
Antenna
Shores.
Paducah, Kentucky 42002-2357
dition, many extras, painting, odd jobs;
Owner
By
759-0901 or 877-455- must move, $3,500. pets. Stadium View Dr., w/d,
C/H/A.
Free
$4,500 080. 759-3599 cleaning.
0901
$425 month 753-7559
plus - Rental Property
HELP WANTED
$400/month
436-5343 or 436-2940
after 5:30Pk4
8th Street
Estimates 978-1115.
South
421
9/1
Available
W&D,
deposit
bath,
2
2BR,
NO money needed.
PHYSICAL THERAPIST
4 Units, 3 1 BR, 1 2 or '01 Heritage Softtail. A-1
Lamb's Tree
included
(310)567-9321
water
Mernonal FHA land packages
Murray
PLOT
3-BR
Trimming;
References required
753-2225
black, many extras, Service.
$550/mo
The Purchase District Health Department is
Gardens. Paid $750, available now. Limited
Become a landlord with
. 492- removal, etc. Tractor
condition
new
.
Physical
46R/2BA
a
for
s
ROOMY
applicant
heat,
seeking qualified
Call hinds. Don't miss out. 28R, central gas
$450.
sell
no down payment
work, bushhogging,
8854
Free lawn maintenance
Therapist. This is a part-time, benefit position
Call 1-800-533-3568 or central air $275 and
(270)441-0001
Seller will finance 20%
hauling, junk clean up,
per
$675
up, some with new car- included.
with daily travel.
731-644-0012
down payment with
gutter cleaning 436STRAW for sale. $2 a
Coleman RE 759- month + deposit. Call
aMess
pet.
allftyl
li
Your good credit, and
2867
Education and experience: Must be licensed as
752-0456
bale. 489-2436, if no OLDER mobile home
4118
seller will pay
A-1 Stump Removal
a Physical Therapist by the Kentucky State
1997
answer leave mes- Must sell & move. 48R, 2 bath, all appli- Annual lease, in town,
sell.
MUST
closing costs. Asking
Make an offer Call
Board of Physical Therapist. No experience
r. 437-3044
Pathfinde
sage
refurNissan
ey
cornpleti
42/1,
H/A.
1-800-29
.
central
$120,000
ances,
436-2194 after 4:30PM
condition,
required.
Excellent
rates. bished, garage, large
6442
Reduced
tanning
A
SUNTAN
AFFORDABLE carpen$5,100. Call 761-4339
REPOS.
REPOS,
RE 759-4118 fenced backyard
Coleman
Salary based on education and experience with
try. No job too small
bed. Good condition. REPOS. Doubles, sintelephone
Owner
Possible
er
$22.86.
as
Trailblaz
wage
Chevy
hourly
2002
el
es.
the entry-lev
No job too big. Collins
'TWO story brick apart$500 080. Call 753- gles. Land home. Call 2BR, all spplanc
(954)345-1495
EXT LT 2WD, 56,ocx
increase in hourly wage first year. Excellent
$ 450 /month.
Contracting
2753 after 6PM.
ment building with 5
3-5368
1-800-53
be
boards.
may
miles, running
(270)787-9948.
fringe benefit package. Applications
Restoration 293-4954,
two-BR units. Excellent
tires, 1 SHARP, REPO DOU- Avallebie 9/15.
secured at any area Purchase District Health
er. rear air, new
-produc
436-5178
income
'S
'13WIT DADDY
owner, excellent condiBLEW1DE: Fireplace, FORREST
Center. Pre-employment screening required.
View
$125,000. 270-753TOP SOIL
tion. $16,000. 293- ALL CARPENTRY
front porch. Call today!! Apartments 1213 N.
Transcripts and copies of license MUST
4109, 270-227-1545
Remodeling, additions,
ing
5600 or 753-9598
received
A&F Warehous
Gravel 91Milte rock also. 731-584-9429
accompany applications and must be
16th St., now accepting
porches, decks, sun
Near MSU $20-50
Call Tonsil Tides&
by the end of the business. September 6, 2005.
2002 Ford Explorer rooms, roofing, vinyl
SINGLE AND DOU- applications for: 1 br
753-7668
ER
EMPLOY
UNITY
power
XLS, 2WD.
EQUAL OPPORT
753-9075
siding, mobile home
BLEWIDES - Bring starting at $330/month,
BOAT, pontoon, & R.V.
windows. repair, sagging floors,
steering,
127-2193
your deed • That's all 2br townhouses, basic
doors
storage. 12' tall
door locks and mirrors, termite & water damrent $360/ month. Call
you need - New Used
in front, can drive KY LakeLake Barkley. 200 new tires, keyless age. Larry Nimmo
Leave
753-1970.
today
Call
Repo's
and
ng
accepti
wedding
satin
is
WHITE
on
Educati
View
of
beach!
Murray Board
through New metal ft pebble
entry, cruise control, (270)753-9372
Message
or
at 731-642-6447.
capped
w/
dress
applications for the following positions:
bldg. 626 S. 3rd St. miles of water and A/C. 121,000 miles, (270)753-0353
$200
16,
size
sleeves,
sunsets!
lar
spectacu
3
753-476
Ext.
$8,500 0130. 270-753270-753-8909
ANDRUS Excavating
responsibilities Call
Great building site for 9260
Full time maintenance
MURRAY Store and
5PM
after
all
•Certined septic
Only
with
living.
distnct
ut
lakefront
througho
include working
has
presently
Lock
Rendezvous
Installation
$74,900. Call owner 2002
building trades. Prefer experienced and/or
753.
available
units
•Custom dozer
CXL. Leather, loaded
(270)924-4328
licensed electrician and HVAC person.
2905 or 753-7536
backhoe service
to max. heated seats
Ponds
$13,500. 293row,
3rd
include
ilities
responsib
Full time custodian 1750 Lowes Drive
PREMIER
ys
.Drivewa
7455
les
Laths
moving
and
buildings
cleaning
MINISTORAGE
*Insured
Murray, KY 42071
full
Jimmy
GMC
1987
able
be
Must
USED
t.
equipmen
"Inside climate control
classroom/school
753-9503, 978-0343
size Blazer, 6.5 Diesel
a
2 lots with restrictions
storage
APPLIANCES
to climb 6-8 ft. ladders, lift 30 ms., and have
435
$500
work,
Y!!!
needs
HURR
APPLIANcE &
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5
school
'Security alarmed
Ward -Elkins
valid Ky Driver's License. and a high
4693 or 752-0179
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
miles north Of Murray
•Safe & clean
ONLY 2 LEFT!
diploma or GED
752-7312
-We sell boxes!
of
CHAD B. HUGHES.
75.3 1713
Applications are available at Murray Board
NEW
ND
rent U-Hauls
BRA
-We
Uwe Curs
KY
Bethel
in
*13
LOT
Education, 208 South 13th Street. Murray,
22 vt4its cxrellfENCE
753-9600
APARTMENTS!,
Estates Subdivision on
(270) 226-9390
42071
'02 Taurus SES, 40 k
Church Rd. 699
Bethel
(270)4924191
very
tires,
new
ml,
*2 Bedrooms
up
acres,
set
for moh013
759r.
.
clean 978-0200
MISD is an Equal Opportunity Employe
'Free Cable & Trash *Washer/Dryer
APPLIANCE REPAIR
home, has septic sys0029 after 7 PM
SERVICE & PARTS
$8,900. Starks
Provided All Electric w/ Central
2 dark brown La-Z-Boy
tem.
sale in
for
1
duplex
2000 Toyota Camry, (270) 293-8726 OR
rocker reciiriers, excelBros. Mobile Homes 1Heat & Air *Range, Dishwasher,
Northwood, $89.000
759-5534
65,000 miles, $8,000
lent condition. $175
800-455-3001
Garbage Disposal
&
ator,
Refriger
293-1446
Please contact Peter Chuck Van Buren
each. Call after 5pi,4
Provided -Carpet & Ceramic Tile
(270)293-4265
762-0287
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Cadillac
white
1999
-1044
270-762
..
details.
for
Call Joy
removal,
BROYHILL couch $70
Devils, 67,000 miles, Trimming,
USED carPeting elec- WANT to buy Junk Car
Tan
TTY# 800-648-6056
contillon. stump grinding. fireMieellent
tnc baseboard heaters. and Trucks Call (270) End table. $12 .
7$3-74611 after wood. Insured. 489refrigerators. aw wadi' 474-2540 or 293-6199 Le-2-Soy niclest. $40.
2839
blue leittor
330 pm
tioners, stoves, and six fisys a week
$45 Phone 733-7777
doors 753-4109

r

f

.com

El
BS

New Fleetwood Doublewide, 3

The Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross serves Calloway County, USED late model
Kentucky. Programs of this Chapter include disaster relief(local, regional, and nation- mobile home. Extra
al), armed forces, emergency services, first aid, CPR, water safety training and com- nice and clean. We
deliver and set-up.
munity education.

American Red Cross Search Committee
Dr. Don Robertson, Chair
Murray State University
116 Ordway Hall
Murray,KY 42071

NEON BIRCH

2005 SALE

1111110„,„
American Red Cross
Calloway County, Kentucky Chapter
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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ASPHALT
SEALCOATING
•Commercial
•Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
2701 753-2279
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AUTRY
ROOFING
All work guaranteed
ROBY AtITRY
c86.4.196
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work a Track
hos

ONJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Ask about our painting
special
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lc and ins
yr/ 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
HOUSECLEANING
753-3802

PAYTON LAWN CARE
Mowing
Landscaping
Fertilizer and Light
Bac khoe Work
270-436-5507 Nome
270-293-7717 Cell
PRECISE
CONTRACTORS
New construction
arid remodels
Concrete replacement
windows, decks, shingle and metal roofing
and more 1-270-293.1899
1-270-871-0195

HAPPY
for
BIRTHDAY
Monday, Aug. 29, 2005:
You will want to go back to
school, travel or get into a spiritual study that will help open
your mind. In fact, the key to a
happy year will be breaking past
conventional thinking. Give up
black-and-white
thinking
Communication will flourish,
and, as a result, you'll feel wellloved. You also might consider
buying a new car or computer.
Be careful with money; even
you will spend more than anticipated. Success will occur by
broadening your horizons and
networking. If you are single, a
friendship plays a major role in a
love affair. If you are attached,
happy days are here. Just don't
argue about silly matters. Most
arguments are about control. If
you are with the one you love,
do you care who is in charge? :
CANCER is a true pal.
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Your basic values and
JUNK/Rubbish
goodness come through no matRemoval, clean out
ter what you are doing. Your
Trash
CALLOWAY
attics, garages. yard
interpretation of or insight into
i,2/6)
761-3740, waste. etc Low rates
Service
situations around you could
293-4045
(270)489-2583
change radically. Your energy is
CONCRETE finishing. LAYTON
remarkable. You are like the
Hudson
Driveways, sidewalks, hauling & backhoe
Energizer Bunny. Tonight: Don't
etc. 752-0500, 759- 753-4545, 767-0213
put off a home project.
3229
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
LEE'S Carpal
***** Others seek you out. is
Cleaning
it possible that you're on infor`since 1971mation or popularity overload? If
•Carpets .Upholstery
" 1- -•
Power
ever this situation could develop,
•Emergency Water
Literihtler!.0
•
WALTERS
is today. Unusual requests
Removal .Quick
wholesalePe•
nsi
CONTRACTING
bead your way. Find unusual
Drying
(270) 227-0
Builder,
Solutions. Tonight: Find a buddy.
Free Estimates
(270)7S9-14
Roofing,Decks,
(May 21-June 20)
-Got Dirt?"
753-2592
*** Your instincts are right-on
753-5827
concerning money. Be sure you
can afford the risk. Nothing is
MASTER
Plumber,
'CARPET111001 WING
written in stone. A situation with a
Almost retired, drains
Over 10 years
FREE kitten to good higher-up, boss or parent could
cleared plumbing fixexperience
repaired
or
tures
home Was dropped off surprise you. Mull over what is
Sales it Installation
installed
1270)978and can't keep Call happening rather than react.
•753-7728
0133
753-4210, leave mes- Tonight: Gather your bills.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
sage
***** Others support you no
matter what choice you make. A
male fnend could be nothing less
than pushy. Be as pushy as you
need to be about what you want.
Don't settle. Break past rigid
thinking. Information surprises
you. Tonight: As you like.
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Much that you do and
the treatment of astfTria. hay fever, sinus diseases, eczema
think of might be best left
and other allergic disorders in children and adults,
unshared. You have a sixth
sense with public commitments,
No Referral Necessary ••New Patients Welcome
bosses and others. Say little;
observe a lot. A partner or Some753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
one you are financially tied to will
surpnse you. Tonight: Take the
night oft.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
Dow; Your Computor Alaurd A
**** What you believe is the
nght move, especially after talking to an adviser, most certainly
SERVICES OFFERED
is. Everything you do seems to
-Houle t sti%
•iaarral gaugainisce
be successful. Remember that
4pasein t parades lime %diverts haglike! & Set I p
success is getting what you
•settssre erode
•tires Reminsi
want, but happiness is wanting
•Commi liat Computer,
limner
what you get. Tonight: With your
•Synkui & !Montt(camaituas
eipeed Increase,
pals.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Email Iho_pcdocksier...harlecrost • 270-226-9577
**** You might be pushed to
I &u• nix
~eft easpwwww.ehar-pceloctoccorn
perform at a high level.
("tomonene
Ilusenens Una 270-769-001V • Fax 270- 759-0019
Coe 270-220-111177
Malan ChM
Someone you confide in gives
Ismislisfew JD= Itaitas
you a helping shove. You might
not always be as strong-willed as
you are right now, so use this
strength well. Tonight: Bum the
candle at both ends.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
4
***** Today you are one of
the few signs capable of taking
an overview. Detach. You also
might want to think past normal
Phillip klapper.
restrictions. An associate could
be touchy. Imagine what it's like
Airik
to be this person. Tonight: Let
Referrals Required
your mind drift into the clouds.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Con
21)
**** Others seem to want
things their way. Unfortunately,
you cannot change the course of
events today. Put your best foot
forward, expressing your innate
professionalism. Give 100 percent. Listening doesn't mean you
have to agree, Tonight: Quality
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
time with a special person.
• Bee. toed "no" by others? Give us a call or coos by our office!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
**** Others lay their cards on
to your home purchase or refinance.
the tab4e. You might not agree.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-apprevall
and that's OK. The challenge for
you will be to come up with a cre200 Poplar St.• Murray. KY
ative solution. A child or new
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093 friend could be difficult and
demanding. Tonight: Go along
with plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 29-Feb. 18)
**** Dig into work, and you
will find a personal problem less
distressing. In fact, it might float
out of your mind for a while
When you need to deal with this
111$0 Stet* Rt. 121 S. IllayffeW • 247-5166
issue later, you will be far more
illesiday • Friday • 740
relaxed and easygoing. Tonight:
A stress-buster. You need it.
PISCES (Feb. 10-March 20)
***** Your imagination is like
a fountain nght now. Use it to the
fullest. You find that talking
*Michelin *Goodyear *Yokohama •Mohawk
through a disagreement is
important. Remember that it's
OK to have different ideas You
don't have to fight. Just agree to
•Troremission Flush
•Alignment
disagree. Tonight: Act like it's
•Brakes
•Coolont System Flush
Friday night.
•Air ConclItIoner Service
•ShOdel
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20 years ago
Published is a picture of John
Clendenon, soil conservation technician with the Soil Conservation
Service in Calloway County,
receiving a 30-year service award
and gold pin from Steve Alcott,
district conservationist.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Billy and Lou Milton,
Aug. 26.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of Evangelist Steve Hale speaking at the
"Awakening '75" at the opening
session Aug. 26 at the Ty Holland Stadium at Murray High
School. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Hill.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Michael
Ross, Aug. 7.

40 years ago
Murray City Council accepted
the bid of Lane Central Company of Memphis, Tenn., for construction of a new well for the
city of Murray. The bid was for
$16,695.
Lt. Stanley Young, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Young, has sailed
aboard the USS Boxer for duty
in the Vietnam area.

50 years ago
Murray City Schools will open

Sept. 6 at Murray High School,
Douglass High School, and Austin
and Caner Elementary Schools.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Dan Stokes.

DEAR ABBY: "Jeff' and
I have been marned nine years.
Before that, we lived together for four years. We have 13
60 years ago
years invested in this relation"Calloway County Heroes of
ship. He is 42; I am 38.
World War Two" is the title of
Jeff is a
the historical record of service
pergood
men and women to be published
son.
He
by The Ledger & limes.
doesn't lie,
Published this week are some
cheat, drink,
of the pictures taken on the Murabuse me or
ray courtsquare of the VA Parade
gamble. So
and Crowd taken on Aug. 15 when
what's my
the end of World War II was
problem?
being celebrated.
The sex was
Murray City Schools will open
great in the
Sept. 10, according to W.Z. Carter,
Abby
Dear
beginning of
superintendent. Principals are Ed
Filbeck, Murray High School, and
our
marAbigail
By
Prof. L. B. Tinsley, Douglass High
riage, but in
Van
Buren
School.
the last six
Elected as new officers of the
or seven years there has been
Murray Ministerial Association
nothing. Zilch! Jeff has no sex
were the Rev. T.H. Mullins, pasat all.
drive
tor of First Methodist Church; the
Jeff says, "Sex isn't everyRev. Braxton B. Sawyer, pastor
thing." When I suggested seeof First Baptist Church; and the
ing a doctor, he flatly refused.
Rev. Samuel C. McKee, pastor of
When I suggested counseling,
First Presbyterian Church.
all he said was, "No way!"
The Calloway County Fair will
be held Sept. 19 and 20 at the
Abby, I have begged, pleadOutland Association Barn, located, cried, yelled, screamed and
ed on Railroad Avenue, Murray.
slept on the couch. All to no
Births reported include a boy
avail.
to S-Sgt. and Mrs. Wayne Wright,
Am I oversexed? His refusal
Aug. 14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
to get help is really getting
Leonard Burke, a girl to Cpl. and
me down. Have you any ideas?
Mrs. H.E. Outland and a boy to
FRUSTRATED IN PHOENIX
-Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Creason, Aug.
FRUSTRATED:
DEAR
15; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
You are not oversexed. Your
Childress and a boy to Sgt. and
husband has a problem. HowMrs. Charles Mason Baker, Aug.
ever, unless he is willing to
16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Lowadmit it and agree to do someell Walker, Aug. 18; a girl to the
Rev. and Mrs. Elwood Somers,
thing about it, there is nothAug. 19.
ing that you, I or anyone else
can do about it.

Tedayinllistor/
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 27,
the 239th day of 2005. There are
126 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 27, 1945, American
troops began landing in Japan following the surrender of the Japanese government in World War II.
On this date:
In 1770, German philosopher
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
was born in Stuttgart.

In 1883, the island volcano
Krakatoa blew up; the resulting
tidal waves in Indonesia's Sunda
Strait claimed some 36,000 lives
in Java and Sumatra.
In 1894, Congress passed the
Wilson-Gorman Tariff Act, which
contained a provision for a graduated income tax that was later
struck down by the Supreme Court.
In 1908, Lyndon B. Johnson,
the 36th president of the United
States, was born near Stonewall,

Texas.
In 1928, the Kellogg-Briand
Pact was signed in Paris, outlawing war and providing for the
peaceful settlement of disputes.
In 1962, the United States
launched the Mariner II space
probe, which flew past Venus in
December.
In 1967, Brian Epstein. manager of the Beatles, was found
dead in his London flat from an
overdose of sleeping pills.
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Disorder unrelated to
sexual frequency

Husband who lost sex drive
has no interest in finding it

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of U.S.
Representative Ed Whitfield talking with Don Overbey before
speaking Aug. 26 to local memhers of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
al the farm of Tripp Furches. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Martha Andrus, chairman of
the Advisory Board of Murray,
Woman's Club, was elected as
vice governor of the First District of Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club.
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Therefore, I suggest counseling -- for YOU. It will help
you objectively to evaluate
whether or not you can accept
living in a sexless marriage.
••••

DEAR ABBY: My sisterin-law, "Opal," was given
$1,000 by my father-in-law for
an 800 birthday party luncheon for my mother-in-law. Opal
made all the plans. She decided to hold it at her home,
since she's wealthy and the
place is large and gorgeous.
Well, it seems that Opal went
way over budget. Last night
she called and asked us to
pitch in to cover the extra
costs. My husband and I were
appalled that she'd exclude us
from the planning and then
expect us to help cover her
extravagance.
We are middle-class, casual folks. My husband recently lost his job, and we're in
the middle of relocating to
another state where he's starting a new one. We're not broke,
but we have already paid for
plane tickets to attend the luncheon, and that's a large expenditure for us.
Please tell us what to say
to Opal. Issues have come up
in the past regarding money
and my husband's family, and
we have learned from experience not to go in on gifts
with Opal anymore. -- IN A
•
BIND IN OHIO
DEAR IN A BIND: Tell
Opal you sympathize with her
predicament. However, because
your husband lost his job, you're
in the middle of an expensive
move, and the plane tickets
were all you could afford to
spend, that you're sorry but
you can't afford to contribute.
Your reasons are rational and
pragmatic, and the truth will
set you, free.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is being married in two
months to a wonderful Asian
man. We love our future sonin-law as if he were our son.
My husband and I do not have
a problem with this issue. As
long as our daughter and granddaughter are happy and being
provided for -- which they are
-- this marriage bas our blessing.
We have received several
comments from relatives that
they do not attend mixed marriages or believe in them.
Should these people receive
an invitation? We don't want
to hurt any family members,
but they have hurt usi Knowing they are against the marriage, should they be invited?
-- HURT IN TEXAS
DEAR HURT: You're off
the hook. As far as I'm concerned, anyone who has gone
on record as "not attending
mixed marriages" should be
crossed off the list. Not only
would they add nothing to the
occasion, they could also
detract from it.

DEAR DR.GOTT: My husband of 35 years suffers from
Peyronie's disease. The condition began about seven years
ago, and it
prohas
gressed to
point
the
that having
sex is very
difficult for
him. He's
convinced
it's all my
fault
Dr. Gott
because we
don't have
By
Dr. Peter Gott sex enough.
He's even
moved out of the house and
is seeking companionship in
other places. Is there any connection to infrequent relations,
or can it be linked to all the
blood pressure medicines he's
been on?
DEAR READER: Peyronie's disease is marked by
progressive fibrosis (scarring)
of the erectile cylinders on
either side of the penis, leading to crooked erections that
may make intercourse painful
or impossible. The cause is
unknown.
There is no evidence to suggest that the affliction in any
way stems from too little (or
too much) sexual activity or
from prescription medication.
Your husband is unfairly blaming you for his disorder. If he
has moved Out, there are-probably other factors that have
destabilized your marriage.
Perhaps some counseling is
in order for both of you.
In any case, your husband

should be aware that urologists have developed a number of surgical techniques to
treat Peyronie's disease. Rather
than "seeking companionship
in other places," he would
probably experience more satisfying sexual relations by
obtaining treatment from appropriate medical professionals.
I should add that a wide
variety of antihypertensive
drugs do interfere with potency. This is a separate issue, however, that each patient should
address with his doctor.
To give you related information regarding his hypertension, I am sending you a copy of my Health Report "Hypertension."
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm
a slim, 57-year-old woman with'
a bloated stomach, as if I were
six months pregnant. I've been
told the bloating is caused by
stress. Can this be true?
DEAR READER: Stress
and emotional upset can certainly cause poor digestion and
the accompanying accumulation
of gas and bloating.
However, before blaming
emotional factors, you should
have a medical checkup. For
example, your symptoms could
be caused by a variety of physical disorders ranging in severity from cancer and colitis to
digestive disorders and an intolerance to milk sugar.
After examining and testing you with X-rays, ultrasound and blood analyses, the
doctor should be able to suggest treatment, be it a change
in diet, stress counseling or
prescription medication.
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South dealer.
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NORTH
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WEST
4A 7
•4
•K 1011,5

•K 1098542
•6
•6 3 .pAlkialit,:

efforts are rewarded tidily. He begins
by playing four more trumps, producing this position:
North
•Q 9 2
+A 108
East
West •
K
*K110
•6 3
4K 1 9
+74 2

See*
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;;:killr.,4111111
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•Q5
Declarer now leads his last trump,
and West finds it impossible to dis•A 7 4
card successfully.
•Q5
If be parts with the ten of diaThe bidding:
monds. South discards a club front
North East
West
South
dummy and plays the ace and
3*
3
1
2•
another diamond. West wins and is
Pass
4+
Pass
4
forced to return a club from his K-15V
9, allowing declarer to win the last
Opening lead -- are of spades.
It is said that a declarer cannot be three tricks with the Q-A of clubs
glorious unless he is also laborious, and queen of diamonds.
The outcome Is the same if West
and there is more truth than poetry in
discards the nine of clubs in the diathis.
For example, take this case where grammed position. In that case.
South is in five hearts and West leads declarer discards a diamond from
the ace and another spade. Declarer dummy and plays the ace and
ruffs, plays a round of trumps and another club. West wins and is forced
must then try to hold himself to Just to return a diamond from his K-1-10,
allowing declarer to win the last
one minor-suit loser.
The task might seem impossible, three tricks with the Q-A of diabut if South labors mightily, his monds and ten of clubs.
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The Paducah Symphony Children's Chorus

Children's Chorus season is busy one
together
The choirs of Paducah rehearse and perform
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direction of Dr.
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mentally appropri
dren sing."
and instruction in singing.
The Paducah Symphony
"There is nothing comparable
n's Chorus rehearses on
Childre
child
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beauty
sheer
to the
from 0-7;30 p.m.
ays
•
Thursd
voice," said Almquist, who also
performs with the
choir
The
h
Paduca
the
conducts
during the
Chorus
ny
Symphony Children's Chorus. Sympho
in
Concert
Holiday
Gala
the
at
amazed
be
1 continue to
y
expressive quality and power December, during the Februar
formal
a
in
and
Concert
Choral
of
capable
children's voices are
freproducing, and the fun, the concert each spring and
civic
for
year
the
during
quently
absolute enjoyment the children
get out of making music. organizations.
The Paducah Symphony
Children love to sing and we are
has been a core compoChorus
love
that
to help them develop
ny
into a life-long self-expressive nent of the Paducah Sympho
ed
Dedicat
ng.
beginni
the
since
activity."
orks
The 2005-06 season of the to singing the great masterw
repertoPaducah Symphony Children's of the choral/orchestral
Chorus has
ny
Sympho
the
ry,
highseveral
s
promise
Chorus
lights including the world premiere of a work commissioned
by the chorus for the Gala
Holiday Concert.
.-I wanted to offer something
II/ • Me IN, • Ili II
• it
.
an •
1111 •
truly special to the Children's
Chorus and to Paducah this
year". notes Dr. Almquist. "I
contacted a composer friend
from Buffalo, N.Y., Roland
Martin, who agreed to compose
a special holiday piece for the
chorus.recognized
View Our
is
Martin
throughout New England and
Entire Inventory at
the southern United States as a
www.
remarkable composer with a
orsinc
ive
ttmot
express
benne
for
particular gift
melody.
.com
In addition to the world premiere, planning is underway for
Area
Purchase
first
the
Children's Chorus Festival to be
held during March 2006. "We
are hoping to invite Children's
Choirs from the region to

brought to Paducah audiences
many great new works over the
past several years including
Duruf16's "Requiem" and
"Belshazaar's Feast" by William
Walton.
Repertory for the 2005-06
season includes the Christmas
portion of Handers "Messiah"
for the Gala Holiday Concert.
In February 2006 the Symphony
Chorus will present a concert
with the theme "Back to the
Baroque" and will feature
"Cantata #4" by J. S. Bach,
Cantata #142 by J. S. Bach and a
cantata by Deitrich Buxtehude.
.The Symphony Chorus will be
joined by a chamber ensemble
selected frees the Paducah
The
Symphony Orchestra.
Children's Chorus will sing
selections by Baroque composers as well.
Finally. in April, the full
orchestra and chorus will join
forces for the dynamic work by
Ralph Vaughan Williams "Dona
Nobis Pacem." This monumentous work is scored for Soprano
and Baritone soloists with large
chorus and orchestra.
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TOBACCO-FREE
SPORTS PROGRAM
If you are interested in being a part of
a tobacco-free sports program, please send this
ad to the following address:
Purchase District Health Dept.
Attn: Tobacco Free Sports
320 North 7th St.
Mayfield, KY 42066
Deadline for applying is September 9, 2005,
Contact(s) Name

Grade Level

Type of Sport

The NomPM
The Vim (N)ID

,A114

1-800-363-4720

Team Name

N1011adIN*
Tome Duos

Phone Number

buy uniforms, supplies. etc...
•Sponsorship money will he available for the team to
through a random drawing
ned
determi
be
will
it you meet the requirements. Teams
and only the selected team will he notified
call 270-247-1490.
Only one team name per entry. For questions. please
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Adversity
tough on
Tigers
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GRAVES COUNTY 35, CALLOWAY COUNTY 0

n The Eagles' Wing
Graves County's Wing-T offense
runs wild on Calloway; Lakers'
offense continues to struggle

as

NM

WM

I-

I

•

After the rain, after the lightning — a larger cloud was hanging over Stewart Stadium and
the Murray High Tigers Friday.
It was a cloud filled with
frustration.
Frustration was the word By MICHAEL DANN
watching MHS flounder in the Sports Writer
When the Calloway County
second half
S 14 6 7— SS
Graves Co.
to football team opened the season
0 0 0 0— 0
trying
Gamey Co.
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expectathe
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expected
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13 loss.
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Columnist
thought for a Calloway was shut out by
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moment they Graves County 35-0 Friday
Rushing - (Calloway County) Trees 0.0,
Michigan 12-(-11, Dossey 5-18, Stray 4-4.
were watching the Murphy High night in a game that was delayed
Yong 4-10 (Graves County) Colons 2-(-2),
by an hour-and-a-half due to
Tigers — as in Murphy's law.
Wiggins 1+3). McManus 10-114, Bennett 220, Barberton 1-3. Tower/ 2-30, Dunbar 8Breakdowns on special thunderstorms that rolled across
38
teams. Poor pass coverage. A western Kentucky.
Passing - (Calloway County) Winchester 1Calloway starting quarter:14-4 21. Sixty 1-2-0 1 (Graves County)
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Midway through the fourth blocked punt led to another
I'm not doing a very
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and
job,
good
a punt formation. The punt hit the season.
me."
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that
says
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of
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end
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as
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zone, it somehow died on the 1 - Even he
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his head.
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Game I to Game 2. The Tigers offensive productivity,
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Jack
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son, new coach Lee Edwards is
County.
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lust 2-for-14 for 21 yards in a 35-0 loss to
still searching for his first career amount of ability that we have. •See LAKERS Page 2C finishing
face
to
win and getting ready
rival Calloway LONE OAK 35, MURRAY HIGH 13
crosstown
County.
Too early to call it a must
win, but the Tigers are clearly in
a tailspin.
"We've got to learn to how to
respond to adversity," Edwards
said. "But we've got to tough
guys. And they are going to
learn."
This was not how the script
was supposed to go. Although
Dyersburg was a favorite in the
Pella Bowl, starting off 2-0 did
not seem too far of a stretch for
Murray High.
Starting 0-2 was not expected.
Friday certainly looked like
Lone Oak .3:3
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Racers share a common ground TA;r," OCOMED

21)

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXANDER

Men's basketball,football
share practice facilities
because of weather
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Aside trom having 3-point
field goals and centers and
guards. the Murray State football and men's
basketball
teams shared
something else
common
in
Friday.
After
almost all of
football
the
team's practices have been in the 90-plusdegree heat so far this fall, the
Murray State Racers' practice on

amine

Enda, got interrupted by a light
dnzzle and the threat of a thunderstorms, so the team moved
their practice to the Regional
Special Events Center, where
the basketball team was working
out.
The Racer defense worked on
pass routes used by Mississippi
State, MSU's first opponent of
the season on Sept. 3.
"Mississippi State spreads
their offense out a lot, and our
defense needs to get a couple of
looks at that because we haven't
seen much of that in the past,"
said Racer head coach Joe
Pannunzio.

While the defense's main (Saturday) at 2 p.m.. but the free
focus yesterday was strategy, Kids Clinic held today around
Pannunzio said the main con- 3:15, shortly after the scnmcern with the Racer offense was mage. also has the players and
coaches excited.
its health.
-It's a great time for the kids
"The offense just has to get
everybody healthy," Pannunzio to run around with the playsaid. "One guy we don't expect ers,"Pannunzio said. "To be
to scrimmage is (junior offen- honest, I don't know if the kids
sive lineman) Jonathan Harper. or the players have more fun.
We expect him back on Sunday. It's always a treat to see our
but we are being very, very cau- young fans, and it will also be a
tionary with a.few guys. We are good memory for the kids who
very lucky we have no major attend — and it's free. You can't
injuries — just the normal beat that."
The Kids Clinic will occur at
bumps and bruises — but there's
no need in bringing guys back the Racer practice football field
too early and causing an even following the scrimmage. All
elementary age boys and girls
more severe injury."
The Racers also continued to are encouraged to attend.
Football Sunday: The
work on special teams, mainly
kickoff returns and punt cover- Racers will once again attend a
local church service as a team on
age.
Camp Notes: The Racers are Sunday, already making plans to
no doubt excited about their last attend Hardin Baptist Church
scrimmage of the fall tomorrow this Sunday.

Racer soccer edged by Valpo in season opener
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
VALPARASIO, hid. — Murray State
University's women's soccer team dropped
its 2005 season opener on Friday to
Valparaiso University, 2-1, in Valparaiso,
Ind.
The Crusaders scored two goals in the
final six minutes of play to grab a victory in
their first game of the season.
Sophomore Kara Carlile, playing in her
home state, got the Racers (0-1-0) on the
board in the 63rd minute. when she took a
deflected shot by freshman Krista Llewellyn
and tappeditinto the goal.
MSU took its 1-0 lead into the final six
minutes of play before the home team rallied
behind a pair of freshmen. Valparaiso's frost'

The Racer socer team
returns to action
Sunday, when it plays
Indiana State in Terre
Haute at 1 p.m.
Kendall Brown took a pass from Emily King
and scored on a header from 12 yards ouito
tie the match at the 84:14 mark.
Nearly two-and-a-half minutes later,
freshman Dana McGlone scored from the
middle of the box to put the Crusaders (1-00)in front 2-1. Liberty Ziegahn and Brown

•Lakers
From Page 1B
the senior quarterback was 1 for-14 passing for 21 yards and
four picks.
Backup signal caller Logan
Seay was 1-for-2 for 1 yard and
had six yards on four carries.
"You're• not going to win
very many football games with
21 first-half yards." McKee'
said. "We've got to find a way,
whatever it is. I honestly believe
we're going to get better, but we
just have to find a way to make
.things click. It's my job to make
sure that happens."
Winchester's interception to
open the second quarter led to a
McManus 39-yard
Jordan
touchdown run. Z.ack Sims provided the extra point to give
Graves County a 15-0 lead.
On Calloway's next possession. Winchester tossed another
•INT. leading to Andrew
'Sanderson's 3-yard run with
5:35 to play. Again, Sims kicked
the PAT, giving the Eagles a
comfortable 22-0 lead.
Winchester's third interception, coming in the third quarter.
set up a 7-yard touchdown run
by McManus. Sims' kick kept
Graves County's shutout in tact
at 28-0.
Dossey's blocked punt in the
fourth quarter sealed the deal for
Graves' perfect game as Wyll
Dunbar's 5-yard scamper to
paydin gave the Eagles the 35-0
win.
Despite giving up 258 yards
of total offense, Ms:Keel felt his
defense did a good job against
Graves County, but added that
being on the field as much as
they were eventually took its toll
on his unit.
"Our defense was sound
tonight. but with the lack of
offensive productivity, our
defense was on the field a lot,"
he said. "Any time you get kids
on the field for a long time, they
gel fatigued and all it takes is

COOPER CLAYTON
SMOKING
CESSATION CLASSES

Coll To Rogistor:

that one crease, like the ones
they had tonight. to run it up our
gut and take it to the house."
Still, the SI million question
surrounding Calloway football
and McKeel is to find a way to
make the Laker offense click.
"I'm the quarterbacks coach,
and we obviously have a lot of
work to do there. Whether it he
Devon (Winchester) or Logan
(Seay), we've got to find the
answer,- McKee' said. "We've
got too many weapons not to get
the ball to those weapons. So
whatever it is. I wouldn't put the
blame on any one of those two
kids. It falls on me.
-We didn't take very good
care of the football tonight, and
the execution offensively wasn't
there tonight. We've got to start
clicking, but until we start doing
that the Laker way, there are
going to be some long nights."
The Lakers will look to put
up their first win of the season
next Friday, when they play
crosstown rival Murray High for
the first time since 2002. That
year, Calloway knocked off the
Tigers 35-6.
Murray fell to Lone Oak 3513 Friday at Roy Stewart
Stadium, the site of next week.%
crosstown showdown.
-The fortunate thing about
putting Murray High back on
the schedule this year is there
are no pep talks needed for this
week," McKee' said of getting
his Lakers pumped and primed
to face the Tigers.'The community has been waiting for this
one for a couple of years now.
and I respect' Coach (Lee)
Edwards and what he has done
with that Tiger program over
there.
"It's a great week for the
community. It's a great week to
put football in the focus, and get
over there Friday night and let
two good football teams battle it
out to see who comes out on
top."

Quit Smoking
Classes
Moses begin
Aiwa 30, 2005

753E3381
P.m.
Purrinase District
tattle Department
Cancer

Calloway Cowsty
fed* Center
array Calloway

Steed J. Poston Nightie
Willsess Comte,
Classes also available in Ballard
Carlisle, Graves, Fulton and
McCracken counties.
Call the local Health Center
for details

were credited with assists on the play.
Murray State's only attempt to tie came
with 1:22 remaining. A header by Courtney
Buchanan was wide, and the Crusaders held
on for the victory.
Valparaiso attempted 22 shots compared
to just seven by the Racers. Valpo also held
a 7-2 advantage in corner kicks. Emily King
led the Crusaders with a game-high eight
shot attempts. Rebekah Clay and Llewellyn
each attempted two shots for MSU.
Annie Fortier made six saves while playing the entire 90 minutes in goal for MSU.
Erin Murray saved four shots for Valpo.
The Racers will rctara to action on
Sunday, when they play Indiana State
University in Terre Haute, Ind. The match is
slated to begin at 1 p.m.

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 • 1702 H1VY 121 N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
Kilimurray corn
e-mail: >tuort_olcionder kyfbins.com

KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL SCORES
Friday's scores
PREP FOOTBALL
Apollo at Madisonville-North Hopkins.
ppd to Aug. 27.
Bardstown 41, Washington Co 13
Beachwood 42, Newark Catholic, Ohio
10
Bellevue 42, Esti Co 6
Boyd Co. 27, Sheldon Clark 20
Buell East 39, Built Central 0
Caldwell Co. 32, Crittenden Co. 22
Campbell Co 27, West Jessamine 14
Central Hardin 38, Elizabethtown 14
Cincinett Glen Este. Ohio 42. Fly% 12
Clay Co. 38, Everts 34
Cov. Catholic 37. Dixie Heights 3
CumbeiterKI 48, Jenkins 14
Danville 30, Pulaski Southwestern 27
Dayton Co. at Hopkins Co. Central,
ppd to Aug. 27
East Carter 12. Fairview 6
Edmonson Co 38, Caverns 27
Fleming Co. 44. Breathitt Co. 6
Frankton 40, Western Hills 0
Gerrard Co 18. Paris 0
George Rogers Clark 36. Las Bryan
Station 14
Otsego* 17, Barren Co. 14
Han Co. 46, Green Co. 27
Hazard 16, Prestonsburg 14
Henderson Co. 28, Evansville North,
Ind. 21, 20Tc
Henry Co 38, Tnrnbie Co 18
Highlands 35. Conner 0
Holmes 28, Coy. Holy Cross 13
Johnson Central 52. Becldey, W.Va, 13
Knott Co. Central 48, Magoffin Co. 0
Lewis Co 48. Bath Co. 20
Lea. Christen 38. Lou. DeSales 19
Lea Henry Clay 48, Boyle Co. 13
Lea Lafayette 36, Lou. Jeftersontoym 7
Lea Paul Dunbar 28, Madison Central
19
Lone Oak 35. Murray 13

Lou Ballard 49, Lea. Tales Creek 7
Lou Butler 58, Nelson Co. 0
Lou DuPont Manual 55, Lou. Eastern 0
Lou. Holy Cross 12, Lou. Chnstan
Academy 6
Lou Iroquois 28, Lou. Atherton 0
Lou Male 22, Hopkinsville 15
Lou Moore 52, Evangel Chnetien 0
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 47, Lou
Doss 14
Lou Southern 13, Lou. Fairdale 12
Lou. Valley 40. Brectonadge Go 6
Ludlow 18. Carroll Co 14
Madison Southern 34. Anderson Co. 7
Marshall Co 28. Mayfield 0
Mason Co 25. Montgomery Co. 0
Massac, RI 38, Heath 6
McLean Co. 13. Muhlenberg South 0
Metcalfe Co. 16, Taylor Co. 0
Monroe Co. 28. Alien Co.-Scottsville 0
Newport Central Catholic 49. Newport
20
Ohio Co. 33, Hancock Co. 14
Owensboro Catholic et Owensboro,
ppd to Aug. 27.
PaintsviNe 81, Men Central 14
Portland, Tenn_ 16, Greenwood 0
Raceland 31, Rowan Co 13
Reidtand at Fulton Co . ppd.m
Rockcastie Co. 49, Cawood 3
Russell 25, Greenup Co 6
Russell Co 34, Casey Co 7
RussethAlle 40. Logan Co 14
Scott Co. 58, Bourbon Co 7
Shelby Co. 35, Lou. Central 14
Somerset 42, Pulaski Co 19
South Oldham 56, North Oldham 0
Warren Central 37, Paducah Tilghman
8
Warren East 28. Todd Co Central 2
Wayne Co. 14, Knox Central 13
Wayne. W.Va 27, Lawrence Co 0
West Garter 50, Nicholas Co 26
Williamsburg 48. Jellico. Tenn 14

•Tigers...
From Page 1B

Early on, the Tigers looked
determined to make up for a
rough 35-7 loss to Dyersburg,
Tenn., in last Saturday's seasonopening Pella Progress Bowl,
scoring the, game's first points
on their first offensive possession.
Rollins capped a 10-play, 72yard drive with a 3-yard touchdown run up the gut at the 5:11
mark of the first quarter. Ryan
Noland's extra-point try was no
good, but Murray led 6-0.
That's also when the Tigers'
troubles started.
Lone Oak (1-1) — coming
off a disastrous 57-6 defeat at
Lexington Dunbar in its opener
last week — proceeded to stuff
the ball down the Tigers' throats
on their next possession.
Corey
Quarterback
Robinson, who finished the
AP Photo
Washington closer Chad Cordero celebrates with catcher night 7-of-13 passing for 135
three touchdowns,
Brian Schneider following the Nationals' 4-1 win over the yards and
wideout P.K.
with
connected
St. Louis Cardinals Friday Washington. Cordero recorded
Owens on a 32-yard scoring
his 41st save for the best record in baseball.
strike that capped an 8-play, 72yard drive, putting the Flash in
front for good at 7-6 with just 22
seconds left in the first period.
But the play that set the
stunned Tigers back on their
heels came in the second quarter. Trailing by just the one
point. MHS was forced to punt
from deep inside its own territory.
WASHINGTON (AP) — St. games. But he didn't help his
Owens fielded the MHS kick
Louis pitcher Jeff Suppan broke own cause when he failed to cor- near midfield and raced through
one of baseball's cardinal rules: ral Guillen's foul chopper that the Tiger special teams unit all
Touch a ball in foul territory to rolled hack into fair territory.
the way down to the Murray 3.
prevent it from rolling fair.
Guillen, who never stopped Two plays later. Robinson found
Suppan's momentary indeci- running, was past first base wideout Jon Pierce for a 7-yard
sion on Jose Guillen's swinging before Albert Pujols reached touchdown pass and a 13-6
hunt in the fourth cost the down and picked up the ball.
Purple Flash lead.
Cardinals as the Washington
The °alters continued to roll
Suppan said he waited for a
Nationals went on to score two second — then didn't react.
in the third quarter, capping a 7runs in the inning in their 4-1
17"By the time I got to the ball, play drive with Robinson's
victory on Friday night.
Brandon
'to
pass
slant
yard
I was parallel with (Guillen). I
"Suppan thought it was foul kind of waited for a second and Phillips for a touchdown with
and let it roll," Washington man5:01 on the clock. After forcing
as I waited, it kept rolling in," he
ager Frank Robinson said.
an MHS punt. Lone Oak added
hard,
said. "I went after the ball
"That's the first time I've seen
another score on Robinson's 2and I wasn't going to let it roll
that."
yard plunge with 1:30 remaining
back fair, but ..."
in the period, putting the Flash
Esteban Loaiza carried a
Preston Wilson's single in control at 27-6.
shutout into the seventh inning
Edwards admitted that his
and Brad Wilkerson hit a leadoff moved Guillen to third and he
homer for the Nationals, who scored on Brad Schneider's hard squad — particularly defensivewon their 67th game of the sea- smash off the glove of a diving ly — had difficulty stopping the
son, matching the Montreal Pujols, the second infield hit of bleeding.
the inning. After Vinny Castilla
While the Tiger defense had
Expos' total from 2004.
play, trouble slowing down Robinson
The Nationals, who had lost grounded into a double
six of nine games. trailed Cristian Guzman walked and and the running of tailback
Philadelphia by 2 1/2 games in Loaiza lined an RBI single up Corey Stiles — who had 116
yards on 19 carries — the MHS
the NI wild-card race entering the middle.
"Breaks are part of the game. offense was also searching for
Friday's games.
Suppan (12-10) had a five- ... Bad hops shouldn't be the answers.
Senior tailback Rashad Troup
start road winning streak reason you give up runs," said
Tony did have 94 yards on 22 carries,
manager
snapped as the Cardinals lost for Cardinals
but was left to scramble for
only' the sixth time in 15 road LaRussa.
tough yardage behind an offensive line that was getting beaten
at the line of scrimmage by the
more aggressive Flash defendan even sharper edge to it.
ers.
From Page 1B
But, right now, two football
Rollins also had his share of
Mayfield 28-0.
struggles, passing for just 37
The Calloway contest is teams need a win.
"I would love to relish this yards on 2-of-5 attempts while
always a big week. And through
the years, it seems to have even rivalry," Edwards said. "I know finishing with minus-16 yards
a greater importance at Murray. how much it means to the com- on the ground. The Tigers ended
With two new head coaches and munity. But, right now, we just the night with just 172 total
yards while committing 12
the battles between the school need a win."
It sure would end a lot of penalties for 91 yards.
districts off the field over the
Murray did manage a late
last year. this year's contest has frustration.

Cards go flat
a ainst Nats

111 Ramey ...

touchdown, scoring on a 23yard pass from Rollins to fellow
senior Joe Benton with 9:20 to
go in the fourth quarter. But it
was too little too late for the
Tigers, who will be forced to
look for their first victory of the
season against crosstown archrival Calloway County next week.
"I'd love to be able to cherish
this rivalry a little more this
coming week," said Edwards' of
the Tigers' first matchup with
the Lakers in three years. "I
know how much this game
means to the community and to
the two schools, but right now
we just need a win."
MAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED 111:
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TV, radio
Saturday, Aug. 27
AUTO RACING
6:30 p.m.
TNT — NASCAR. Nextel Cup, Sharpie
500, at Bnstol, Tenn
GOLF
7 a.m.
TGC — European PGA Tour, BMW
International Open, third round, at
Munich, Germany
Noon
TGC — Canadian Tour, Bay Mills
Open, third round. at Barney, Mich
1 p.m.
ESPN2 — LPGA. Wendy's
Championship tor Children, third
round. at Dublin, Ohio
2 p.m.
CBS — PGA Tour, Buick
Championship, third round. at
Cromwell, Conn
3 p.m.
NBC — USGA. U.S. Amateur
semifinal
matches at
Championship.
Ardrnore, Pa.
5 p.m.
TCiC — Champions Tour, The
Tradition, third round, at Aloha, Ore
HORSE RACING
4 p.m
ESPN — NTRA, Travers Stakes
King's Bishop Stakes, Hopeful Stakes.
and Fourstardeve Handicap, at
Saratoga Springs N
LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
2:30 p.m.
ABC — World Series, US
Championship, teams TBA at
Williamsport. Pa
6:30 p.m.
ESPN — World Series. International
Championship. teams IBA. at
Williamsport, Pa
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Noon
FOX — Regional coverage. St Louis
at Washingion or Minnesota at Texas
3 p.m.
FOX — Regional coverage, N V Mots
at San Francisco or Philadelphia at
Arizona
6 p.m.
TBS — Atlanta at Milwaukee
9 p.m.
WON — Chicago White Sox at Seattle
NFL
7 p.m.
CBS — Preseason. Indianapolis at
Denver
PREP FOOTBALL
11 a.m.
Neese (St Aug ine, Fla) at
ESPN
Hoover Ala
SOCCER
10 p.m.
LA at San Jose
ESPN2
TENNIS
Noon
CBS — ATP/VITA Tour/US Open
Series, Plot Pen, womens champ.
Onsh0 match. at New Haven. Conn.
3 p.m.
ESPN2 — ATPAVTA Tour/US Open
Swiss, Plot Pen, men's serneenal. at
New Haven, Conn
S p.m.
ESPN2 — ATP/VIITA Tour/US OW
Series, Pilot Pen, men's semifinal, at
New Haven Conn (same-day lapel
MOM
5:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Phoenix at Seattle

nett
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Outdoors
Anglers now adjusting to warm temps
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It's still hot, but the weather forecasters tell us that relief
is on he way.
Actually, since we have been
out in all of the hot days and
have become adjusted to the
heat, it isn't
too bad —
especially if
the fish are
biting!
One thing
you must do
drink
, is
of
plenty
water.
Should you
Fishing
fail to keep
fluids going
Line
in your sysBy Jerry
you
tem,
Maupin
will steadily
aitioars
feel worse.
That's bad
Columnist
the
when
fish are biting good.
Seriously, if you have young
folks with you, the flavored
water seems to be the best
refreshment to drink. Hopefully, we have moved past most
of the extreme heat season and
it will be more comfortable on
the water.
B II Pierson recently poses wth some of his catch
We are slipping out of the after fishing on Kentucky Lake with guide and Ledger
full moon phase now, so the & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
conditions should become better during the day. The white in a while, and folks are cash- er and Justin King last weekend. We had tried to fisb for
stripers are still pretty active ing in on the fun!
crappie early in the spring, but
move
to
them
and are so much fun to catch.
expect
We
Many local anglers have and feed in large schools well neither the water nor the crapalready filled their freezers and into the fall, providing that the pie would move.
have given fish to friends and waters are good and still keep
We tried the bass later and
•
family members. But they don't coming
caught a few small ones, but
on strong.
want to quit catching them!
I finally had a good day of they didn't really bite or move
This had been the best year
fishing with James Dale Park- well. This time, however, there

'Caitlin, Berry and Caleb Tuner are pictured with some
of their catch on a recent outing with Jerry Maupin
at Kentucky Lake,
was enough current to move very wet. But we kept between
the baitfish. At that point, the 50 and 60 fat stripers. We
stripers slowly came alive under could have stayed longer, but
the heat was having a negacloudy skies.
These stripers chased the tive impact on the guys who
threadfin shad for breakfast and were not used to being out in
lunch. We were right there with it.
It was great fun to be with
three other boats to catch our ,
share of them. Actually, we • those guys again. They are
stayed a good 50 yards away really fun to fish with. If I
from the other anglers. We can put them in the right place.
were able to catch our fish they really do a swell jog of
catching!
without crowding anyone.
I told them " about the big
This is really what Dale and
Justin wanted to catch because rockfish stripers becoming more
the stripers are a tough. hard- active later in the summer and
fighting fish for everyone! Even fall. We should get after them
the small stripers are hard to and give these boys an eduland. When you hook a 2- cation on how to stalk, hook,
pounder, you have your hands fight and land some of the 10full — even when it's in the or 20-pounders!
Many of our local anglers
net!
how to fish for these
learned
exact
our
of
sure
I'm not
head count since my notes were brutes years ago by going down
in my shirt pocket. which was below the dams. It is an expe-

rience one should try. My teachers were Rick Lowe and Hope
Carlton.
Rick was a great teacher. I
fell head over heels in pursuit
of these big stripers! I liked
their fighting ability. They are
so powerful and fast that one
has to be very careful when
handling them out of the net.
The best way to be safe if
you plan to eat them is to use
a small bat or nightstick. You
need to pop the fish on the
head so that you can safely
remove the hook and get it on
ice. The meat is so much better if it's put on ice quickly.
I think they taste a lot like
grilled swordfish once you trim
the fat and red meat off. Some
lemon and butter are about the
only things you needed to spice
these fish up. However, one
should keep plenty of it on
the fish at all times — and
keep it wet.
We have some fish in both
Kentucky and Barkley lakes that
weigh around 50 pounds. Make
sure you have some 30- to 40pound test line when you go
after these fighters. They run
in schools like their smaller
cousins, but they are so much 9..
stronger than any of the other----big fish species.
We have another hatch of
mayflies along the east side
of Kentucky Lake. Several
species are there to eat them
as fast as they can. A fly rod
would be a lot of fun to try
right now while the winds are
down.
Happy Fishing!

Use common sense, courtesy when hunting doves
Dove season in Kentucky
will begin next Thursday, Sept.
1, at 11 a.m. The starting time
is important because on Sept.
2, shooting hours will begin
at one-half hour before sunrise for those
hunting on
private land.
The first part
of the season
will end Oct.
24.
0
Wildlife
Management Areas
In The (WMAs)
fields
and
Field
leased by the
By Kenny
KDFWR,
shooting
Darnell
hours will
Outdoors
11
remain
Columnist
until
a.m.
sunset. There are no changes
this year to the limits which
allow 15 doves per day.
Exotic Eurasian collared
doves do not count toward the
daily limit if a hunter is fortunate enough to encounter a
flock of the invasive birds. Be
well acquainted with the
nuances of the exotic dove,
however, or your mistake could
be a costly one.
Although the KDFWR seeks
to lease fields from landowners and will pay them to plant
crops that attract doves in
exchange for opening the fields
to the public, there are no such

fields in Calloway County again
this year.
The local staff has put forth
a gallant effort to procure a
public field, but for whatever
the reason there have been no
takers.
There are public fields in
Graves, Ballard, Christian, Livingston and McCracken counties. One of the McCracken
fields is reserved for a
Mentor/Youth Hunt on Sept.
3. It is open to youths age 15
and under accompanied by an
adult.
Both the youth and the adult'
may hunt. Adults may accompany no more than two youth
period for
hunters. The
advanced registration has passed
for the Mentor/Youth Hunt, but
hunters may be assigned a slot
on a first come/first served
basis on the day of the hunt.
Typically, there have been
very few slots for this hunt
and entry without advanced
reservation is difficult.
The 2005 Dove Guide is
available at finer sporting goods
stores or were ever licenses
are sold, or on the KDFWR
website, www.fw.ky.gov. A list
of public doves fields along with
directions and restrictions can
be found in the guide along
with pertinent information
regarding the upcoming dove,
wood duck/teal, woodcock,
snipe, crow, early goose, and
the ubiquitous Rail. Moorhen
and Gallinule season.

anal

If anyone out there harvests
a rail, moorhen or gallinule,
please send me a photograph
—I just want to confirm that
thee-tillers do exist.
Dot,e 'hunters would well to
study the Dove Guide and
acquaint themselves with the
special r4rfations. Doves are
considered a migratory bird, and
as such are under the auspices
of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (the Feds!).
The limit is 15 birds per
day. If you give birds to another hunter or receive birds from
another hunter, you must give
or receive a receipt that identifies the original owner of the
birds, the number of birds taken
and the date. Otherwise. these
"gift" birds will count toward
the daily limit of IS.
Persons hunting doves in
Kentucky must have a Kentucky
hunting license (unless exempt),
and a migratory game bird permit. If you plan to hunt waterfowl, buy the Kentucky Waterfowl Permit instead of the
migratory game bird permit. The
Waterfowl Permit is good for
all migratory birds including
doves.
It is perfectly legal in Kentucky to grow a crop of sunflowers, millet, milo, wheat,
etc., for the express purpose
of attracting doves. The field
may be manipulated by mowing, disking, or burning.
A field is considered "baited," however, when additional
attractants such as grain, salt
or other attractants have been
placed in the field prior to
hunting. A field that has been

freshly sown with wheat is not
considered baiting as long as
the amount of wheat sown and
the method is consistent with
typical agricultural practices. •
A typical practice would be
to evenly sow two to three
bushels of wheat per acre over
freshly prepared ground. Concentrating the wheat in rows,
piles, or application of significantly more than three bushels
per acre is not allowed.
The early Canada Goose Season will begin one-half hour
before sunrise on Sept. 3 and
will continue through sunset
on Sept. I 1. The daily limit
is 2 geese per hunter. This season has been mistakenly
referred to as the "nuisancegoose" season, but in reality
is an opportunity for hunters
to harvest a portion of the
ever-increasing flocks of local
geese that stay in the area all
year.
Hunters participating in any
of the early fall hunts would
do well to study the current
hunting guides and familiarize
themselves with the rules and
regulations. Since dove hunting is a social occasion where
several hunters will occupy the
same field, a heaping helping
of common courtesy will
improve the experience for all.
When participating in a dove
hunt with other hunters, always
be mindful of fellow hunters
in the field. Safety is the first
and foremost issue — do not
shoot low flying birds or at
an angle that will endanger
hunters on the opposite side
of the field.

Don't crowd other hunters.
Pick out a spot on the edge
of the field and stay there.
When choosing a spot, be careful not to "cut-off' the birds
from hunters who already have
their stands established.
Whenever possible, stay in
the edge of the field. It is not
only dangerous to take a position out in the dove field, but
it can prevent hunters on the
edge from opportunity at incoming birds.
Please remember that shooting starts at 11 a.m. on opening day, Sept. 1, and reverts

to one-half hour before sunrise on subsequent days. Hunting on WMAs and KDFWR
leased fields will continue to
begin at 11 ass., however.
Always ask the landowner
for permission to hunt on private property and always be
courteous and mindful of your
fellow hunter. Dove hunting is
a great sport and wonderful
tradition — especially for
younger hunters. Do yourself
and your sport a favor by taking a youngster to a dove shoot
— as hunters, it is the best
that we can do.

Dustin and Clint Wilson and their friend, aul
Matthai, caught a string full of catfish while fishing in Kentucky Lake last month.
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Roll-off Containers Available
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KEY AUTO PARTS
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1850 HWY. 121 SOUTH • 753-5562

T UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN.GUARANTEED! •
•• CHEAPES
We Also Offer .Latest Pick-Up-In-Town — Same Day Shipping •

•
For Packages Received By 6 p.m.• In-Store Packing
'Color & B&W Copies, Faxing, Lormattng•
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THE UPS STORE ,121,stNietfattnEw ••
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762-9103
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Refrigerator
SIMPLE Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
RA F THE WORLD
ENON
WLIFEDINMSU

Woodmen's SIMPLE IRA Plan is an individual retirement annuity designed •
especially for small business owners. It is one of the least expensive retirement,
plans available, featunng easy set-up and low-cost administration.
Ask your local Woodmen representative about a SIMPLE way to provide retireinept benefits to your employees.
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with his father.
John David Benton, right, pictured
catfish while
three
David, recently caught these
learning to tightllne

A 700.5
AN ,

212 East Main Si. • 753-1586
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Shelia Crows
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
can 270-243-7197
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Massy paddlersfrom various ouetitirs prepare to enter theWalle Ocoee.
- July 2005. photo by Tom Bell

Whitewster rafting lea -challenging pastime. involving bei-ance. discipline.ind daingeir;raftinreternot be for everr: one, but it Is an exhilarating experience for all who
Rapids are classified on a scale of 'I - 5, depending on , •
size. Anything above a class 5 is not 11/C011112150ded for •
II

4

time rafters. The upper Ocoee features some Owe flv
beginning rafters should orient themselves with the
_

section first.
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Big Frog Expeditions, located on
'

Benton, TN Is one such rafting
Ocoee River. The company offers.
grounds for overnight stays. Rick Hod*,Oilier

has been rafting for 20 years and boasts an
team of river guides who come beck to Big Frog oval*
from great distances to experience the dull and freed*
r

river guiding. James Cauthen, 22, a Nashville native,
been a river guide at Big Frog now for three years, and
the pleasure of navigating the river up to three times a •
410-
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